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THE EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (B4P)
ON STATE AND LOCAL RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

Paul R. Barnes

ABS TRACT

The electromagnetic pulse (EMP) produced by a high-
altitude nuclear detonation consists of a transient
pulse of high intensity electromagnetic fields. These
intense fields induce current and voltage transients
in electrical conductors. If these transients are well
coupled to electronic circuits, equipment malfunction
or failure may result. In this study, analytical,
nmnerical, and experimental techniques have been used
to determine the effects of EVMP on the two-way radio
communication systems available for civil defense.

The results of this study indicate that the proba-
bilities of failure for two-way radio communication
systems without EMP protection is a strong function
of the radio carrier frequencies that compose the
electromagnetic links of the systems. The probabili-
ties of failure are also a relatively strong function
of the EMP's amplitude and time history, the active
electronics components' employed in the communications
equipment, gain and type of antennas in the system,
the use of RF overload protection, and system
configurations.

As a specific example, the probabilities of fail-
ure for some typical communication systems subjected
to a long EMP with a higher than average amplitude
are: (1) near 1.0 for Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Service (RACES) 3.997 MHz tube-type systems with
vertical tower antennas, (2) near 1.0 for VHF low
band and CB solid state systems with receiver RF
overload protection of 10 dB, (3) about 0.8 for VHF
high band solid state systems employing a repeater
station with a 10 dB gain antenna and receiver RF
overload protection of 3.0 dB, and (4) about 0.6 for
UHF solid state systems employing a repeater station
with a 10 dB gain antenna and receiver RF overload
protection of 10 dB.

The probability of communications failure for
these systems can be reduced to near zero by imple-
menting a recommended emergency preparedness pro-
gram. This program consists of providing low-cost
EMP protection for the systems and emergency back-
up equipment for some essential system components.
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CHAPTER I

INTR ODUCTI ON

1. 1. BACKGROUND

Communications is a key. element in)pcivil defense-(CD) efforts to

mobilize and integrate the diverse human and material resources of the

community, state, and nation in response to the threat of nuclear attack.

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA)* research studies- have detail.-d

the requirements and resources needed for CD emergency communications

and have called attention to the vulnerability of communications systems

to nuclear effects.

This study is a continuation of previous DCPA efforts to determine

the effects of nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) on'.OD communications

systems. In- this report we-hav4 fccused on the problem of understanding

the effects of EMP on two-way radio communications equipment and systems

and, where possible, of proposing measures to reduce the probability of

damage.

1. 2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The objectives of Task Order 2213G, under which this report was pre-

pared, are:

"To determine what categories of radio communications sys-
tems available for civil defense operations at the state and
local levels are vulnerable to FMP associated with high alti-
tude nuclear explosions, and to develop copt-effective measures
and equipment to reduce the probability of those communications
systems being damaged by EMP."

"The scope of this report is LS follows:

Review the two-way radio communications equipment and sys-
tems available for CD emergencies at the state and local
levels to determine representative equipment and systems for
analysis. Analyze the effects of EMP on such equipment and
systems and categorize them according to the nature and prob-
ability of damage they would suffer as a result of EMP's of
typical magnitudes. And propose measures and equipment to
eliminate such damage or at least reduce the probability
thereof.

Formerly the Office of Civil Defense.
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Maritime and aeronautical radio communica'.ions systems are not con-

sidered in this effort. Also CD communications systems available for

civil emergency operations at the national level are not considered

within the scope of this work.

1.3 THE EMP ENVIRONM\vENT

The detonation of a nuclear weapon is accompanied by an electro-

magnetic pulse (EMP) with a large portion of its energy within the radio

frequency spectrum. The characteristics of EMP have been described in

previous reports.'' 2 ' 3  A brief description is repeated here in order to

give the assumptions used in this study.

The electromagnetic fields radiated from nuclear detonations vary

greatly with the weapon yield and detonation location. A strong EMP is

produced by both low and high altitude detonations. The fields produced

by low altitude detonations attenuate quickly with distance from the

blast and are normally accompanied by shock waves. Exoatmospheric deto-

nations, however, produce high intensity fields that are relatively free

from the other nuclear weapon's effects and can cover a large portion of

the country. In the event of a nuclear attack, nearly all parts of the

nation are expected to be subjected to numerous EMP's produced by the

detonation of megaton-range weapons just outside the earth atmosphere.

Since many CD radio communications have little or no blast protection

and many others will not be confronted by low altitude bursts, the most

significant EMP for our studies is that produced by high altitude

explosions.

The interaction with the atmosphere of gamma radiation from a

nuclear blast generates a Compton electron current. The high intensity

electromagnetic fields radiated from high altitude bursts are largely

the result of the interaction of this Compton electron current with the

geomagnetic field. As a rule of thumb, 3 the direction of the electric

field is at right angles to the earth's magnetic field. The geomagnetic

dip angle is approximately 70 degrees for most of the continental United

States. Thus, the incident FMP electric field is likely to lie between

zero and 30 degrees off the horizontal depending on the direction of

propagation of tho incident wave.
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In order to perform system analysis of the effects of F2P, an ana-

lytical representative pulse is used. The far zone electromagnetic

radiation is assumed to be a plane wave with the magnitude of the elec-

tric field E and the magnitude of the magnetic field H related by

E - ZH , (1.1)

where Z is the free spa,. wave impedance approximately equal to 1201 ohms.

The electric field unit direction vector ea and the magnetic field unit

direction vector ` are related to the unit direction of propagation vec-
-4

tor el by

ei X e2 (1.2)

where X is the vector cross product. The orthogonal field vectors are

related to their direcLion vectors by

= E ' (1.3)

It is assumet, that the time hi:tory of' the electric field associated

with such a representative pulse is given by

E(t) Eof(t) (1.5)

where

f~t W ' • n t t (1.6,

L1- 1

and E. is a scale factor with units of volte per meter, f(t) in the

wave shape, In is the nth linear constunt, c•in is the nth Inverej time

constant with units if inverse seconds, and N is a positive iiteger.

For tie very high frequency (VHF) and ultra high fr.quency (UHF)

communications systems analysis in this report, a xeries for f(t) con-

siitir.g of just the first two terms was used to calculate the system

response to D(P. A two-term series can well represent thi EP for the

frequencies in the frequency spectrum above the low frlequency (LI) band.
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Writing the first two terms of f(t) gives a double exponential wave shape

of the form

f(t) = elt - e-ret (1.7)

where al = I and a2 -1. Using f(t) given by Eq. (1.7) in the analysis

will result in an overestimate of the system response at low frequencies.

However, the system response at frequencies below the LF band should be

very small and contribute little to the overall response.
Equation (1.7) can be written in the Laplace domain as

F(s) ,(.3

where s is related to the radian frequency w by s = Jw and j =-l . In

the Fourier frequency domain Eq. (1.7) becomes

F(w) ni - - - J - . (1.9)
S+ (U2 o + W• A + W2 _1 2

The magnitude of the electric field in the Fourier frequency domain

is given by

JE(w)" Eo '(Re[F(w)1)2 + (Im[LF(w)]) (1.10)

where Re[F(w)] is the first two terms of Eq. (1.9) and Im[F(w)] is the

third term of Eq. (1.9) with J omitted.

The energy content is proportional to IE(w)Ia . A normalized energy
spectral density of the pulse cai be defined as

En~ww) -

where IR(w)Is ts a maximum for w - %.The accumulative enerigy in the
pilse can be useful in determining frequency end points for the calcula.

tions. The percent of accumulative energy up to wc is given by

~Wc En w dw x 1,0 - JE Mw I adw x 100 (.
0

0 0



Subs uituting Eqs. (1. 10) and (I.9) into (. .1?) land Ovwllttieng tho

integral gives

P [-0 tan-' tanl (1. VA

The representative pu.ses used in this study have boen chonon a A

probable typical EMP environment for most CD commuzalcattone system,. The

pulses are given below.:

Pulse A: Ea(t) E0 1ofi(t)

Pulse B: Eb(t) - Eov•i (t)

Pulse C: E(t) 1.2 EOI 2 (t)

Pulse D: Ed(t) t 1.2 Eoft(E)

where

Eo0 1  5.2 x l01 volts/meter

Eo2  2.3 x 104 volts/meter
f" t) e" 1 t (-e"''21t

-"2 t e "-•

= 1.5 x lCP sec-'

= 2.6 x 1Os sec'-

aI2  = 1.5 x 10o sece"

- 2.6 x ICP sec"1

The waveshape f 1 (t) is representative of a typical lone pulse. Wave-

shape f 2 (t) is a shorter pulse used in the analysis to obtain a quanti-

tative feel for the effects of pulse waveshape on system vulnerability.

Pulse A represents a typical above average long pulse. This pulse

can be used as a likely horizontal component of E and a likely vertical

component of ZP and a much above average vertical component of E field,

Pulse B represents a typical, long. pulse with ti smaller magnitude than

Pulse A. This pulse can be used as a typical "laround average" vertical

component of the fields.

Pulses C and D have applications similbr to pulses A and B respec-

tively and are i'c'prjsentative of pulses with shorter time histories.

Horizontal and vertical Are with respect to the g±'ound plane.

. )VJ~ , .fl" .% " . , I .. .' . ~~ .. .•... ,-
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In Fig. 1.1, the representative pulses are shown as a function of

time. In Fig. 1.2a, the normalized energy spectral density of the pulses

are plotted as a function of frequency f = w/27. The percent of accumula-

tive energy am a function of frequency for the pulses is shown in Fig.

1.2b.

The effects of EMP are often compared with the effects of lightning.

This is a useful ccmparison since most people are familiar with the dam-

age that can result from a lightning strike. Lightning also generates

electromagnetic transie.ts which can be observed in the form of a dis-

torted television picture during a thunder storm. The electromagnetic

fields due to lightning have a rise time on the order of 10 times that

of EMP and a fall time that is several orders of magnitude that of EMP.

The peak value of the electric field generated by a lightning discharge

one mile away from the observer is on the order of l0-3 that of an EMP

produced by a nuclear detonation several hundred miles away. Although

the electromagnetic environment due to lightning rarely causes damage to

communications systems other than a momentarily distorted reception, Eap

can potentially cause damage as a result of the orders of magnitude

higher EMP energy content in HF, VHF, and UHF bands.

1.4 METHOD OF APPROACH

The approach used to determine the EMP vulnerability of radio com-

munications systems available to CD emergencies is to classify typical

available radio communications systems and equipment, select representa-

tive circuits and perform system analysis of the effects of representa-

tive EMP's, and categorize the systems by the nature and probability of

damage.

A limited survey was conducted to determine "typical" available

radio communications systems and equipment. Communications engineers

at state and local emergency operating centers (EOC's), other state and

local governmental departments and those in industry were contacted.

The results of the survey are believed to be representative for the pur-

pose of EMP analysis of common radio communications systems used in pub-

lic and industrial service. In addition to public and industrial service,

some common radio equipment used in amateur radio and citizen's band

service are considered in the study.
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The approach used in the E4P analysis and assessment of the radio

communications systems is as follows:

1. determine the points of entry (POE's) for each piece

of equipment in the system;

2. obtain quantitative estimates of the energy and/or

power entering the equipment through the POE;

3. compare the electrical destructive mechanisms at the

POE with the minimum values that cause degradation

effects on electrical components that are closely

coupled to the POE; and

4. perform a detailed circuit analysis for electrical

components that have questionable survivability.

To obtain additional data on the nature and probability of damage

of communications equipment, an experimental test was conducted.

Selected communications antennas and radio equipment were subjected to

a simulated free-field EMP environment. The results of that test are

presented in Chapter IV.



CHAPTIER II

STATI'V AND LOCIAT CD 'WO-WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

A very hostile environment consisting of radiation fallout, fires,

and the direct effects of blast will exist over much of the nation dur-

"tng and following a nuclear attack. State and local governments must be

prepared to provide the necessary emergency services to ernsure national

Aurvival and eventual recovery. To this end, communi ations are essential.

Telephone and telegraph common carrier communications are the princi-

pal menite.i coosidered to be available to all elements of CD operations.'

However, much of the telecommunications except in some local areas are

likely to be damaged by the nuclear attack. In the event that telecom-

munications are not available, two-way radio conmunications will be re-

quired to fulfill the communications requirements.

2.2 AVAILABLE TiWO-WAY RADIO COM4MUNTICATIONS

State and regional emergency operating centers (EOC's) have the
[ primary functions of coordinating and controlling CD operations across

local jurisdictional boundaries. The available two-way radio communi-

cations for state CD operations are primarily thoze communication net-

works that can provide statewide coverage. Such networks are those of

the state and local civil defense organization, state police, forestry,

park, and highway departments, Radio Amateur Emergency Service (RACES),

statewide utilities companies, Corps of Engineers, etc.

Local. governments have the primary functions of providing the neces-

sary emergency services to save lives, limit damage, and speed recovery.

Public and private resources also would be called upon to assist in local

CD operations.

Immediately following a nuclear attack, the essential actions re-

quired by the local governments are those related to countering the

threats to life and property by radiation fallout and fires. Other oper-

ations will be feasible only to the cxtent that radiation and fire

situations permit.' The two-way radio communications associated with

the Radiological Defense (RADEF) and the fire department nets will

likely have large communications traffic requirements during the early

period following the attack.
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Other services such as police, medical, rescue and evacuation, wel-

fare, restoring resources services, etc. will be provided as the environ-

ment permits. Public cafety and public utilities forces will be the

agencies that will provide these services. The primary two-way radio

communications associated with these services are those that are normally

used by these agencies.

In addition to the radio communications avqilable for local CD oper-

ations from CD, public safety, and public utilities organizations;

industrial businesses, and transportation as well as other local, state,

K and federal government agencies communication systems are available.

These systems could be used as backups to the primary communications

nets. Also the radio communications used by private individuals would

likely support local CD operations.

In general, the basic two-way radio communications that are avail-

able for state and local CD operations are those of government and non-

government owned land mobile radio systems and the amateur and citizens

radio services. Some other elements of national, state, and local gov-

ernment communications systems would also be available. The Maritime

and Aviation Radio Services will be available for CD operations only on

a very limited scale since these services have their own priority commit-

ments during emergency periods.

The land mobile radio systems are considered to consist of public

safety, industrial, land transportation, and domestic public service

groups. The public service group consists of local government, police

and fire departments, hospitals, physicians, rescue organizations, etc.

The industrial group consists of manufacturers, businesses, utilities

companies, etc. The land transportation group is composed of radio ser-

vices for buses, taxicabs, railroads, etc. The domestic public service

is primarily the mobile radiotelephone service.

Most of the assignable frequencies for the land mobile radio systems

lie within three bands; 20 to 50 MHz, 1:0 to 174 MHz, and 450 to 470 MHz

which are commonly called the VHF low anO high and UHF bands, respectively.

AZ.:; -,me frequencies in the 72 to 76 Miz uond are used (primarily for

control and repeater stations). Nearly all the land mobile radio systems

ui:e frequency modulation (FM).

~~...
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The amateur radio service consists of groups of amateur radio oper-

ators. These groups provide emergency communications nets with little

or no sPonsorship. Amateurs are authorized to use FM, amplitude modula-
tion (AM), and single sideband (SSB) in various frequency bands ranging

from 1800 IHz to 21,000 Mliz and frequencies above 40,000 M1Hz. RACES are

authorized to use the amatsur band frequencies ranging from 1800 Miz to
224.92 MHz. Longer range frequencies such as in the 80 meter band have
been allocated to states for CD operations. RACES can provide efficient

local communications by frequencies in the 50, 144, and 220 MHz bands.

The citizens radio service consists of four classes: Class A, B,

C, and D. Classes A and B operate within the 460 to 470 MHz band and

Classes C and D operate within the 26.96 to 27.23 MHz band or on 27.255

1MHz. A large majority of the licensed, stations are in Class D which is

authorized for AM communication with an input power of 5 watts or less.

2.3 TYPICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTM4S

Communications networks consist of stations connected by links. The

station types are portable, mobile, fixed, base, remote, console, etc.

Radio and wire links provide communications channels between the stations.

The radio equipment at each station is a radio unit and consists of all

or part of the following: transmitter/receiver equipment, antennas,
the power supply, and other local equipment that is connected to the

radio.

The relevant differences in typical communications systems are the
number and type of points of entry (POE's) that EMP energy can enter

potentially vulnerable equipment. Also the total dependence of the

system or network on one particular unit or +station is an important con-

sideration for determining the probability of system failure.

Nearly all portable and mobile units have a similar configuration

consisting of an antenna, a receiver/transmitter, controls, a battery

power supply and a microphone and a speaker. The antenna, battery, con-

trols, etc. are normally located on, or within, the case of the trans-

mitter/receiver or connected to it by relatively short cables. The POE's

for portable units are the antenna and direct coupling. The POE's for

mobile units are the antenna and interconnecting cables.

i+A
I _."
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Most of the differences relevant to EMP coupling analysis are in

the base and control portion of the communloations systems. Four typi-

cal base and control station configurations are shown in Figs&. 2.1 and

2.2. Typical two-way radio base/control stations are either extension

or combinations of the ones shown.$ The complete network may consist of

portable, mobile, and/or other fixed stations which are not shown in

the figures. The four basic communications base and control stations

are discussed below.

2.3.1 Local Base Station

The local base station system has the base transmitter/receivar

equipment physically located at the dispatch point. The antenna is

normally located on a roof top or tower and is connected to the trans-

mitter/receiver via a coaxial cable. The station normally uses com-

rmercial power available in the building. The local base station is

shown in Fig. 2.1a.

The local base station may be part of' a simplex (single frequency)

or a duplex (two frequency) system. All units transmit and receive on

the same frequency in a simplex system, thus direct communications be-

tween mobile and/or portable units are possible. In a duplex system,

the base stations transmit to other units on one frequency and receive

cormnunications from the other units on a second frequency.* No commu-

nications between units is possible. Thus, loss of the base station

in a duplex system causes failure of the entire system.

2.3.2 Remote Base Station
The remote base station system has the base station located at a

"remote location such as on a mountain top. The base station is operated
Sby a remote control console at the dispatch/control,point. A remote.

control station and the remote base station may be connected by a pri-

vate line or telephone cable link as shown in Fig. 2.1b or by a micro-

wave, VHF, or UHF radio link. The remote base station system may be a

simplex or duplex system with the effective operation of the system the

same as that of the local base station system.

-"0
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2.3.3 Locally Remote Control Consoles

Base and console stations may be operated remotely using remote con-

trol consoles, telephone-type desk sets, or remote microphone speaker

units. Normally there is one master console that has overall control.

A remote base station system with remote telephone-type desk sets is

shown in Fig. 2.2a. Locally remote control consoles may be used with all

types of systems to extend radio communications capabilities without the

necessity of adding additional transmitter/receivers.

2.3.4 Repeater Station

The repeater station system is a duplex system. All units

transmit to the repeater on one frequency and the information is immedi-

ately retransmitted by the repeater and received by all units on a sec-

ond frequency. Loss of the repeater causes failure of the entire system.

The repeater station system permits the use of low-power units and

has the effect of giving base station transmit power to all units. If

multiple repeaters are used, reliable communications can be providcd

over a very large area or over long distances.

mhe base or control station may be connected to the repeater station

by a cable link or microwave, VHF, or UHF control link. Th• 72 to 76 Mz

band is commonly used for the RF control link. A base station connected

by an RF link to a repeater station is shown in Fig. 2.2b.

2.3.5 Other Systems

Other typical communications ;ystems are extensions and/or combiva-

tions of those ..,entioned above. The remote base concept can be extended

to multiple low-power remote stations located throughout a city for city-

wide UHF coverage. The repeater can be mobile to perform as a local

mobile relay to give low-power portable units the effective transmit

power of a mobile transmitter.

It is possible of course to find radio communications systems that

are not included in the above mentioned system types; however, these sys-

tems are not commonly used. Our concern is with those typical comaunica-

tions systems that would be available in a CD emergency. A very large

majority of the commonly available systems are included • the classi-

fications listed above.
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CHAPTER III

COMPONENTS OF CMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

The electrical and geometric properties of typical components of

communication systems are required in order to perform an EMP aralysis.

The principal system components of the four basic communication systems

mentioned in Chapter II are listed below.

The components of the local base station system are:

1. transmitter/receiver units
2. antennas and feedlines
3. power sourcesi

the components of the remote base station system, in addition to those

named above, are:

4. a remote control chassis and console
5. a communications and control link between the

remote base and control stations;

the components of the repeater station system, in addition to those

named above, are:

6. a repeater control circuit;

the components of the locally remote control consoles system include

all or some of the components named above, and

7. locally remote control consoles.

Some general considerations of the electrical and physical charac-

teristics for these components are presented in this chapter. Some of

thd circuits and properties detailed here will be referred to later in

the UMP analysis and assessmeni. of communications systems.

3.2 TANSMITTE-RECEIVER UNITU

A transmitter-receiver unit consists of a transmitter and a raegever

that use the same power supply and antenna. The transmitter and receiver

circuitries are completely separate although both are mounted on the same

chassis. A tran'mitter/receiver unit is eometimes called a transceiver.

however, in this report, the word transceiver will mean a unit composed

of a transmitter and reeoiver that use many of the samu amplifier cirý

cults. Such tratisceivers are commonly used for small low-power, low-cost

CB walkli talkies.

' "- " I
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The receiver front-end of a transmitter-receiver unit is normally

connected to an antenna through the relay switch. When the transmitter-

receiver unit is used for transmitting, the antenna relay disconnects

the antenna from the receiver and connects it to the transmitter. The

probability that the antenna will be connected to the receiver at any

given time is high since a transmitte,:-receiver unit is normally in thp

receiving mode. Even during times of heavy communications traffic the

antenna is likely to be connected to the receiver more than fifty per-

cent of the time.

The receiver front-end stage is required to handle low RF power re-

lative to the transmitter output stage. The PF power received from the

antenna is typically less than a microwatt. The receiver front-end

stage normally conrists of relatively low-power electrical components.

The transmitter output stage, on the other hand, is designed for rela-

tively high RF power. Typical transmit power ranges from one watt for

portable units to about a kilowatt for amateur service. Typical trans-

mit power f)r the land mobile service ranges from 30 to 110 watts.

Since the power handling requirement of the receiver input is very low

relative to the transmitter output, the most WMP-vulnerable circuitry

connected to the antenna is that associated with the receiver. Accord-

ingly, we shall place the emphasis of our study on the receiver.

Most of the receivers in servico tod&.y are transistorized. The same

receiver circuitry is normally used for base, mobile, and repeater sta-

tion applications. The basic block diagram configurations for jceiverp

used in the land mobile service are shown in Fig. 3.1. In general, the

front-end circuitry consists of bandpasp filter stages, radio frequency

amplifier stages (RF Amp), mixer stages, and injection oscillator stages

(060).

In Fig. 3.1a, the bandpass filter is located between the antenna

and the RF amplifier. This configuration without the RF pre-amplifier

is commonly used in many older (6 to 12 years old) UML and VHF high band

receivers. This configuration is also commonly used in newer (2 to 5

years old) LUF and VHF low and high b 4 nd receivers. Howeter, the RF

amplifier stage is often omitted and the RF pre-amplifier stage is used

only in ultra-high sensitivity receivers. In Fii. 3-1b, the RF amplifier

ii
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is located between the antenna and the bandpass filter. This configura-

tion is commonly used in older VHF low band receivers. The location of

the bandpass filter with respect to the RF amplifier may be an important

consideration in our assessment of the receivers.

The specifications associated with the front-end of receivers in the

land mobile class are the selectivity, sensitivity, and input impedance.

The selectivity for 20 dB quieting is typically - 100 dB at ± 15 kHz for

VHF units and - 100 dB at ± 35 kHz for UHF units. The sensitivity for

20 dB quieting is normally .5 microvolts for units without a pre-amplifier

stage and .25 microvolts for units with a pre-amplifier. The input imped-

ance is normally rated at 50 ohms.

The specifications for receivers used in the citizen's and amateur

bands vary over a wide range and depend on the cost and intended use of

the equipment. In general, these receivers have less selectivity and

sensitivity than the receivers used for public Eafety and industrial

applications in the land mobile class. Typical specification for above

average quality CB receivers are: a sensitivity of .5 microvolts for

10 dB signal-to-noise ratio and a selectivity of -30 dB on the adjacent

CB channels. High quality amateur band receivers have specifications

comparable with those used for public safety service. The input impedance

of CB and amateur band receivers ranges from 50 to 75 ohms.

Several commonly used and typical receiver front-end electrical sche-

matic diagrams are shown in Appendix A. The figures include circuits of

relatively old and new equipment used in the land mobile class as well as

common circuits used in citizen's and amateur band receivers. The ama-

teur band receiver shown in Fig. A-8 of Appendix A is typical of many

home-brew amateur radios. This circuit was obtained from Ref. 6.

In the front-end circuits of base, mobile, and repeater receivers,

500 V capacitors and 1/4 and 1(8 vatt resistors are normally used. In

portable equipment, 75 V capacitors and 1/8 watt resistors are normally

used.

Many later model receivers employ the Field Effect Transistor (FET)

in the RF amplifier and/or mixer stages as can be seen in Appendix A.

The voltage ratings of capacitors, power ratings of resistors, and the

type of transistors used in the front-ends are important considerations

for EMP analysis.
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Another significant aspect of the receiver front-end is the protec-

tion against RF overload and static charges. Many receivers have a neon

bulb to provide protection against static charge on the antenna. The

neon bulb is connected between the antenna and the system ground. And

many receivers also have a semiconductor diode in the circuit near the

first transistor to provide protection against the reception of high

radio frequency (RF) power.

For the purpose of a more detailed analysis, consider the electri-

cal and physical description of a commonly used and generally typical

transmitter-receiver unit, the Motrac MHT series. The principal POE's

are the antenna terminals, the microphone lead connector, the external

power cord, and direct coupling. Schematic diagrams of circuits that

are closely coupled in the POE's are shown it Figs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.14.

In Fig. 3.2 the transmitter output and receiver front-end circuits are

shown. In Fig. 3.3, a RF pre-amplifder and the transmitter audio ampli-

fier are shown. And in Fig. 3.4, a typical power supply circuit is

shown. With a few exceptions, capacitors in the figures are given in

microfarads (if) and resistors are shown in ohms (Q) or kilo-ohms (kI).

These circuits will be referred to later in this report.

3.3 ANTENNAS

The antennas used in VHF and UHF communication systems in the land

mobile, citizen's band, and amateur service are normally oriented per-

pendicular to the ground. The omnidirectional horizontal radiation pat-

tern of the simple vertical antenna is desired in order to make communi-

cations between the base and mobile stations independent of the vehicle's

orientation. If a directional antenna is desired for base station appli-

cations, the vertical antenna can be easily made directional by the addi-

tion of parallel antenna elements. The antennas that are most conunonly

used for VHF and UHF two-way communications are the simple half-dipole,

the folded half-dipole, the coaxial dipole, and the collinear array.

Other antenna types such as the yagi, corner reflector, and loop antennas

are also used but to a lesser extent.

The antennas used in amateur 17 communications systems can be hori-

zontal or vertical to the ground. The antenna types that are commonly
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used are the simfple half-dipole, thie s impl e horizontal.-dipole, and.the

;..rhombic antenna.

The more comnonly used..and typical. ant~enna types are di~sc~ussed-

below.

3.3.1 The Half-Dipole

The half-dipole antenna i-s-often called a monopole-.or vwhi~p-antenna.IIt consists of a metal rod or tube erected perpendicular to a ground
plane as shown in Fig. ý3.5a. Consequently, the metal rod is one halfý

Fig. _A.-5b. The length,, t, of the unloaded half-d4~pole is normally about

aquarter wavelength of teaen'sdesigned frequency. Thehaf

dipole antenna is commonly diebyacoaxial feedline as soni

Fig. 3.5a. The coaxial cable characteristic impedance is normally 50

ohms which is a fairly good match to the 37 ohm half-dipole resonantI

For mobile applications, the half-dipole antenna is normally mounted

on the rooftop, fender, or bumper of the vehicle. The metal vehicle

serves as the ground plane. The antenna feedline commonly used forI

mobile units is RO-58U cable.

For base-station applications, it is desirabI6 to mount the antenna
above the earth to achieve better coverage. Base-station aatennas are

usually mounted on masts above buildings where a ground plane is not

present. The ground plane is normally simulated by radials, wires ex-

tending radially from the base of the- antenna in a symmetric arrange-

ment. The half-dipole antenna with a radial ground plane is shown in

Fig. 3.6a. The half-dipole with a radial ground plane resembles a di-

pole in free space with~ respect to the vertical radiation pattern in the.

horizontal plane. And the power gain is typically within 0.1 dB that of

a free space dipole." For base-station antennas, RG..,8U coax cable feed-

Thefoled alfdiple ntenais shown with a radial grounfd plane

in ig,3-6. Te rdiaingeleentof the folded halt-dipole is folded

bac an iseletriall conecedto the bsofthe antenna. The
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folded configuration is !,nherently more broadbanded than the single

raliating element. Also, the do -path formed by the grounded section

provides protection against lightning surges. The grounded radiating

I• ' element does not, however, provide WP pro~tection.

The resistive radiative impedance of the folded dipole is nominally

150 ohms,. In practice, the grounded section of the antenna is made

smaller in diameter than the other, part of the fold to lower the imped-

ance to 50 ohms. Thus, the folded half-dipole provides a better imped-

ance match to the-conventional feedline than is obtained from the half-

'. dipole antenna. The gtin of the folded half-dipole associated with the

vertical radiation pattern in the horizontal plane is unity with respect

to a dioole antenna.

3.3,3 The Coaxial Dipole

The coaxial or sleeve dipole is shown in Fig. 3.6c. It consists of

two radiating elements; the upper element is a metal rod similar to that

used for the half-dipole and the bottom element is a metal coaxial skirt.

A choke which is not shown in Fig. 3. 6 c is often used to isolate the an-

tenna from the mast. The coaxial dipole behaves as a half-wave dipole

in free space.

3.3.4 The Collinear Array

The collinear array antenna is commonly used for base and repeater

station applications with high gain requirements. The power gain de-

pends on the number, type, and arrangement of the radiating elements.

A typical range for the gain referenced to a dipole is from 6 to 10 dB.

A radiating element which is commonly used in collinear arrays is

the coaxial dipole. The coaxial dipoles are normally series-fed by a

coaxial line. The entire antenna is enTclosed in a fiberglass radome

for protection and rigidity. This antenna has an omnidirectional radia-

tion pattern.

Another radiating element which is commonly used in collinear

arrays is the folded dipole as shown in Fig. 3.6a. The dipoles are

series-fed by a coaxial line. This antenna can be mad- omnidirectional

or directional depending on the arrangement of the folded dipole ele-

ments. A tower-mounted collinear array is shown in Fig. 3.7.

ý4
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The radiation resistance of the collinear array antenna is nominally

design of the antenna. Some of the matching techniques are short-

circuited lines, coaxial chokes, and phasing sections.

" 3.3.5 Tower-Mounted Antennas

Several antennas are often mounted on the same tower. The antennas

may be part of an array or separate antenna systems that operate at dif-

ferent frequencies. The tower itself may be part of a side-mounted an-

tenra by performlng as an antenna reflector element. Figure 3.8 shows

an example of several antennas mounted on one tower. The top antenna is

a folded half-dipole. A side-mounted half-dipole and a yagi array are

also on the tower. The vertical lines within the tower near the left

side are coax cable feedlines.

3.4 POWER SOURCE

Commercial electric power is normally used by fixed stations. Port-

able and mobile stations generally are battery powered. Many walkie

talkies have rechargable batteries. When not in use, walkie talkies are

typically connected to commercial'power through a battery charger.

Commercial power is transmitted from the power generation plant by

high-voltage overhead transmission lines. These lines are located about

20 meters above the ground with a typical line-to-ground voltage of

several hundred kilovolts. The transmission line voltage is stepped

down to about 13 kilovolts by one or more distribution substations.

Electrical power is supplied to the local area from the substation

by primary distribution lines. Primary distribution lines are located
about 10 meters above the ground and range from about one-half to several

miles in length depending on the power requirements of the local area.

The primary distribution line voltage is stopped down to a secondary

line voltage by the distribution power transformer. For three-phase

power, a three-phase transformer or a three-transformer bank is used.

The transformer or transformer bank is generally located near the build-

ing being supplied with electrical power. Each transformer is normally

protected against overload by a primary line fuse. In high or moderate

lighting areas, each transformer is also protected against lightning

- 2Si . LLh..Ž
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surges by a lightning arrester connected to the primary distribution lines

near the transformer. Examples of primary distribution lines, a trans-

former bank, and a secondary building service are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Most communication equipment uses single-phase 120-volt ac power.

This power can normally be obtained from either the single-phase or

three-phase power that is supplied to the building at the main switch

box. In small buildings, the 120-volt ac wall plug is likely connected

directly to the main switch and fuse box by the internal building wiring.

In large buildings, the 120-volt ac wall plug is likely connected to the

main switch box through several distribution and fuse boxes.

3.5 REMOTE CONTROL CHASSIS AND CONSOLE

The remote control chassis is a unit at the remote base station used

to provide the specific switching functions necessary for the operation

of the station. Remote control functions are accomplished by applying

various dc line currents to the chassis via the control line from the

associated remote control console at the main dispatch/control point.

The remote control console permits the operator to monitor all messages

received by the remote base station and to transmit by means of the re-

mote base station transmitter.

The remote control chassis consists of amplifier and logic circuitry.

Audio and control signals are input to the circuitry from the control.

line through q line transformer and filter. The switching functions of

the control chassis are commonly provided by transistorized logic cir-

cuits; the transistor switch, the .ichmitt trigger, and the bistable mul-

tivibrator are the most common circuits used. These circuits generally

£ consist of low-level, low-power components which are vulnerable to tran-

sients. To protect the remote control chassis from surges on the con-

trol line, transient suppressor circuits are normally provided at the

line transformer and filter. A line transformer and filter with surge

protection is shown in Fig. 3.9. The surge protection is provided by

the bridge circuit which becomes a short circuit when triggered by a

surge. An example circuit of the remote control chassis is not shown

due to the extensive amount of circuitry involved.

The remote control console consists of a control panel, control

circuits, audio circuits, a power supply, and a microphone and speaker.
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The control circuitry provides dc control voltages for transmitter and

receiver control. The audio circuit consists of a transmit audio ampli-

fier, a receive audio amplifier, and a compression-type line amplifier.

Input and output to the remote control console is accomplished through

a balanced line transformer.

Figure 3.10 shows a partial schematic diagram for a remote control

console. The circuits for the receive and transmit amplifiers are shown

as example circuits for possible future reference. Notice that the line

transformer in Fig. 3.10 has the bridge surge protection circuit. In

Fig. 3.11, the power supply for the console is shown. Reference to com-

ponent values in these circuits will be made as required during the

assessment of the remote control console.

3.6 CONTROL LINKS

The control link electrically connects the remote control console

with the remote base or repeater station. Both communications and con-

trol signals are transmitted by the link. The most common types of links

are the transmission line cable and the radio frequency electromagnetic

links.

Cable links are the most common control links and are usually ob-

tained from the facilities installed for normal telephone services. For

service up to about 20 miles, cable facilities are generally used. If

there are no repeater coils or other telephone equipment in the line,

dc control can be provided over the same pair of wires used for audio

transmission. This is called two-wire control. If the audio line will

not transmit dc voltages, separate wires can be used for dc control in

a four-wire audio/control link.

The telephone line control link is likely to be connected through

switching facilities and thus does not provide a direct line between

the control point and the base station. The audio/control pair is likely

to be part of a shielded multi-wire cable for most of the route and an

insulated two-wire cable for some of the route near the remote station.

Overhead lines are normally placed about li meters above the ground. An

(example of a telephone line control link is shown in Fig. 3.12.

The type of telephone line facilities that are normally used for

control links are those used for speech transmission with equipment
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designed for 600-ohm circuits. For this reason, the remote control

console and chassis are designed for input-output circuits with 600-ohm

impedances.

RF control links are also used in remote base and repeater station

systems. RF links are not, however, as common as telephone control

links. The control frequency that is normally used is about 75 MHz.

RF control links employ two-way radio transmitters and receivers for

the transmission of audio and control signals. Control functions are

performed by carrier and tone-controlled logic circuits.

3.7 REPEATER CONTROL CIRCUIT

A repeater station system is a duplex system. The function of a

repeater station is to receive transmission from the control-dispatch

station on frequency f, and repeat the transmission to other stations

in the system on frequency f2. And the repeater station receives

transmission from the other stations on f, and again repeats the trans-

mission on f 2 which is received at the control point.

The repeat function is performed by a repeater control circuit

that connects the repeater receiver and transmitter. The repeater con-

trol circuit in its simplest form consists of an audio coupler circuit,

a carrier-operated switch, and a drop-out delay timer. The audio cou-
pler matches the receiver discriminator output to the transmitter input.

The carrier-operated switch keys (activates) the repeater transmitter
and applies the audio signal to the transmitter modulator. The drop-out

delay timer decreases the repeater transmitter on-off cycles by keeping

the transmitter keyed for a delay period after the receiver squelches.

The delay period is normally set for about one second. After the delay

time lapses and no signal is applied to the repeater receiver, the trans-

mitter keying circuit de-energizes and the transmitter turns off.

The keying, timing, and audio coupler circuits are, in general,

transistorized. Transistor switches, Schmitt triggers, and timing cir-

cuits are used. Electromechanical relays are, however, used in older

repeater control circuits. The electronic components used in the re-

peat r control circuit are normally low-power circuit elements; resis-

tors 'ypically have 1/2-watt power ratings and capacitors typically

have' lI to 1i0) VDC ratings.
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3.8 LOCALLY RIOTE CONTROL CONSOLES

Several remote control consoles may be installed at dispatch points.

In this type of system, the locally remote control consoles, typically

telephone-type desk sets, are connected in parallel to the primary re-

mote control console. The primary remote control console is designated

as the control point. The console at the control point has supervisory

control and monitor features for the control of the local and remote

base station. The control point console has been described under

paragraph 3.5.

The locally remote control console circuitry ic, in general, simi-

lar to that of the control point console except for the supervisory con-

trol features. Locally remote consoles commonly use two-wire telephone

lines having an impedance of 600 ohms. The two-wire line of each con-

sole is connected in parallel with the audio-line pair on the line side

of the control point console line transformer (see Fig. 3.10). The

locally remote control consoles use a balanced line transformer to con-

nect the console circuitry to the two-wire line. The line transformer

is normally protected by a surge protection circuit similar to that used

on the control point console line transformer. Since the audio and power

supply circuits of the locally remote control conso•e are similar to

those described in section 3.5, an example circuit is not shown.
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Preceding page blank CHAPTER IV

EMP TEST OF SELECTED RADIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

On 12 and 13 December 1972, a test on the effects of simulated EMP

interaction -ith selected communications equipment and antennas was per-

formed by ORNL. The test was limited to radio equipment and antennas

used in the land mobile, amateur, citizen's, and commercial broadcast

band radio classifications with emphasis on the land mobile class.

The objectives of the test are: (1) to compare theoretical and experi-

mental results of communication antennas responses to EMP, (2) to determine

field strength threshold levels at which obvious malfunctions occur in the

selected radio equipment due to direct, indirect, and antenna EMP coupling,

and (5) to check the effectiveness of special EMP and standard lightning

protection devices for protecting radios against EN? energy collected by the

antenna.

The test was divided into two parts: (1) the antenna response and EN?

protection effectiveness test, and (2) the effects of EN? on two-way and

broadcast radios test. Both parts of the test were performed using the

same field environment.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND TEST FACILITY

The test was performed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory's ALECS

bounded wave EMP simulation facility located on Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque,

New Mexico. The acronym ALECS is derived from the facility's name: Air

Force Weapons Laboratory and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Electromag-

netic Pulse Calibration and Simulation Facility.

The ALECS Facility consists of a parallel plate transmission line, a

high-voltage pulse generator, and a data acquisition zystem. The data

acquisition system consists of EN? environment sensors located in or near

the test volume and an array of oscilloscopes in a shielded room located

under the ground plane of the facility. The geometry of the ALECS Facil-

ity is shown in Fig. 4.1. The dimensions of the test volume are given in

meters (m).

-......... •, , •.. w •tAV •%IZ
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Fig. 4.1. The ALECrS EMP Simulation Facility
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.2. The antennas were mounted

on the ground plane over existing sensor ports. Measurements of the antenna,

responses were performed under the ground plane as shown in Fig. 4.2a. The

locations of the portable radios and mobile units tested are shown in Fig. 4.Zb.
The interaction between the vehicle and the UHF antenna locat-,d 18 feet

away at sensor port No. 1 was negligible in this test. This can be seen from
the fact that the 50 ohm load current response of the tEF antenna theoretically

decays to near zero in approximately 25 nanoseconds (ns), and the wave scat-

tered from the vehicle reached the UHF antenna about 36 ns after the incident

wave. This back scattered wave did not distort the measured response and, in

fact, could not be detected in the measured data.

Photographs of some of the antennas and radios in the test volume are

shown in Figs. 4.3 through 4.7. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the VHF high band
half-dipole and folded half-dipole antennas respectively. Figure 4.5 shows

A].burquerque Fire Department Chief Ray H-uhn with a VHF high band mobile unit
in the test volume. The microphone and microphone cord held by Chief Huhn is

a non-deliberate antenna for the EMP (see Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.6, the UBF

mobile unit is shown in the test volume. And in Fig. 4.7, a VHF high band

portable unit with an external microphone is shown in the test vollune.

4.3 THE ALECS EMP ENVIRONMENT

The EMP generated by the ALECS Facility closely simulates a plane wave
within the test volume. The time history of tne electromagnetic wave is
approximately a double exponential function of time. The rise time of this

double exponential. is between 14 and 10 nanoseconds (ns) and the pulse decays

to near zero in about 5%C ns. The peak value of the electric field waveform,

i.e., the amplitude of the electric field, within the test v%_.ume can be ad-
.'usted to desired values ranging from 5 kV/m to 100 kV/m. Peak values greater

than 100 kV/m can be obtained in the transition section.

The early time history of the waveform may be one of two types depending
on whether the amplitude of the electric field lies above or below 12 kV/m.
The difference between the two t,/pes is primarily the high f.'equency oscilla-
tions added to the double exponential waveform of the electric field pulse

with an amplitude below 12 kV/m. The early time waveforms of the ALECS
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PHOTO 0347-73

Fig. .. UHF Mobile Unit in the Test Volume.
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Fig. 4-7. VHF~ Portable Unit in the Test Volume.
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electric field with peak values below and above 12 kV/m are shown in Figs.

4.8a and h.9a respectively. In Fig. 4.8a, oscillations appear as soon as

the pulse has reached a near peak value, i.e., after about 4 ns of pulse

time history. These oscillations have an amplitude on the order of 10% of

the double ecponential waveform.

For pulses of all amplitudes there is a significant departure from the

double exponential after about 10 ns of pulse time history. An oscillatory

wave is added to the double exponential waveform. The amplitude of this

oscillatory wave is about 25% of the peak value of the douzle exponential

and the period is about 20 ns. This corresponds to frequencies near 50

MHz. This discrepancy from the double exponential waveform is evident in

waveforms of all adjustable amplitudes and is a characteristic of the high

voltage pulser.

One effect of the oscillations riding on the double exponential wave-

form is that the amplitude of the double exponential is not readily avail-

able from the measurements. The definition of pulse amplitude Ep used by

the ALECS Facility personnel is the value of the first peak. In Fig. 4.8a,

the first peak is not the highest peak of the waveform. In Fig. 4.9a, the

first peak is the maximum value of the waveform.

This difference between the electric field waveforms for Ep 5 15 kV/m

and Ep O 10 kV/m and the significance of the large oscillatory wave will be

referred to later in this report in the evaluation of the data.

4.4 THRESHOLD FAILURE LEVELS

The EMP electric field amplitude threshold failure levels of selected

communications equipment were experimentally determined. The radios that

were tested are: two-way radios used in the land mobile class, citizen's

band transceivers, an amateur band receiver and a broadcast band r,:dio.

The two-way VHF and UHF radios were provided by the Albuquerque Office of

Emergency Preparedness -Bernalillo County Civil Defense Department. That

office obtained the radios from within its own organization, from the

Albuquerque City Fire Department and from the Mountain Bell Telephone Com-

pany. The citizen's band transceivers were provided by the Oak Ridge Com-

munications Company and the broadcast and amateur band receivers were pro-

videdi by Drivid Nelson of ORNL.
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The procedure used to test the radios is to attempt to receive ucomu-
nications after each test shot and record any ifunctioni that are observed.

SThe equipment was first subjected to a low field level of 5 kVim. The" elec' .-
tric field strength levels were then increased incrementally by 5, 10, .or 20,:.
kV/m, and the above test procedure was followed for each field level. Also
for each field level, the radios were first tested with EMP protection and
then again without EMP protection. Since the equipment was tested with incre-
mental field strength levels, the upper and lower bounds of the EMP electric

field threshold failure level Ef were determined for the particular orie'nta-

tion of the antennas in the test electric field.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the radios test. Eight of the thir-

teen radios tested had obvious malfunctions-.resulting from the simulated EIP.

The lowest threshold failure level of the radios tested lies in the range
5 kV/m < Ef e 10 kV/m for the CB transceiver. As will be shown in Section 4.6,
the corresponding threshold failure level of that transceiver for EMP with a

direction of incidence that indudes the maximum response in the antenna lies
in the range of 2.14 kV/m < Ef :94.28 kV/m .

The CB transceiver front-end schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 4.10.
As indicated in the figure the receiver RF transistor was damaged. The col-
lector to emitter Junction of the transistor was shorted by the EMP energy
that was coupled to the antenna.

Most of the damaged equipment had semiconductor components that were

destroyed by the ALECS EMP-induced, electrical transients. The receiver RF
transistor is the circuit element that was most often damaged. In Fig. 4.11,
the damaged RF transistor M9481 is shown in the front-end sche4atic diagram
of the Motorola VHF high band H-21 Handie Talkie. As we can see, this tkan-
siator was protected against RF overload by diodes CRI and CR6. This protec-

tion likely increased the threshold failure level of the Handie Talkie.

The VHF low band tube-type mobile unit had damaged. electrical components
although it continued to function and communications were possible for a short
time after the test. It became non-operational during the post-test equipment

check after the EMP test. This unit, although survivable for a short time,I is vulnerable to the ALECS EMP; tuning coils and the wiring throughout the
equipment was damaged by the effects of high voltage arcing which produced

shorts in the circuit. It is uncertain to what extent this damage was caused

_ . y...J
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by the actual EMP-induced transients or by follow-on surges from the power

supply. One of the tuning circuits that was damaged during the test is shown

in Fig. 4.12a.

The VHF low band portable unit also had high voltage damage to the wiring

and tuning coils. This radio was powered by a 30-foot power cable connected to

a 12-volt battery. The power supply rectifier diodes were destroyed; this and

some of the other damages are likely due to transients induced in the power

cable.

The VHF high band portable unit had an integrated circuit (IC) that was dam-

aged during the test. The damaged IC was in the audio amplifier stage of the

transmitter. The audio circuit is shown in Fig. 4.12b. Since the IC in the

audio circuit is the only circuit component that was damaged, it is likely that

EMP-induced surges in the microphone cord destroyed the audio circuit. Thus,

the phone cord performed as an effective non-deliberate antenna for the ALECS

"EMP.

4.5 COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS RESPONSES TO EMP

t I The Phelps Dodge Communications Company provided four of the six antennas

used in the test. The four antennas are: a quarter-wave whip, a vehicular base

loaded gain antenna, a folded half-dipole, and a broadband array gain antenna.

All of these antennas are designed for the VIHF high band and are commonly used

in the public safety, industrial, and transportation services.

The two remaining antennas were provided by OR1L.' They are a UHF quarter-

wave whip and a RG-8U coaxial cable non-deliberute antenna. The specifications

for the six antennas are listed below:

Antenna Fraugncy Bandwidth Gain

1. Quarter-wave whip 154.4.3 I•z Unity*

2. Vehicular loaded whip 154.#43 iz 5-6 NUz 2.5 dB*

3. Folded half-dipole 154.43 MHz " M Unity"

4. Gain antenna 154.43 MHz 14 MNz 9 dB**

5. UHF qiarter-wave whip 450 MHz -- Unity*

6. RG-8 coax cable (5 meters long)

The gain is referenced to a quarter-wave half-dipole. .

The pin is referenced to a half-wave dipole.

r , ." QA'
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The two types of antenna responses that were successfully recorded are

the short circuit current and the 50 ohm load current responses. The open

circuit voltage response vas not measurAd accurately due to erroneous signals

introduced in the data acquisition sysebm. Examples of 50 ohm load current

measurements for the five communications antennas are shown in Figs. 4.13 arnd"

4.14. The current responses through a 5C ohm load were recorded6 for the five

antennas for values of Ep s 5, 10, 20, 50, 40, 50, 70, and 100 kV/m.

The short circuit current responses were recorded for the five communi-

cations antennas with Ep s 5 kW/i. In Fig. 4.15, an example of a short cir-

cuit current measurement is shown for the folded half-dipole antenna. The

short circuit current waveform has about the same ringing frequency as that

of the 5t) ohm load current. As expected, the short circuit current is less

damped than the current through a primarily resistive load.

In Fig. b).!6, the 50 ohm load current and short circuit current responses

Ytre shown for ,.he VHF quarter-wave whip. It can be observed that the ampli-

tude of the 50 ohis *.oad current for the first half cycles is about 70% that

of the short circuit current.

4.6 ANTENNA RESPONSE CALCULATIONS

The direction of incidence of the ALECS EMP wave was approximately broad-

side to the antennas since the electric field within the test volume is nearly

perpendicular to the ground plane. This direction of incidence corresponds to

a polar angle of 0 = n/2, measured from the axis of the antenna. Half-dipole

antennas have a maximum response for a direction of incidei.ce with polar angle

Gm corresponding to the maximum lobe of the radiati'•n pattern. The ratio of

the values of the electric fields at the maximum lobe and at Q TT/2 of a

transmitting half-dipole antenna is given byi

S..428 (4.1)

By the Reciprocity Theorem for antennas we know that the radiation patterns

of a given antenna are the same whether the antenna is used for radiation or recep-

tion. Also, t1. response of a receiving antenna is proportional to the electric

field.4 If I(Qm) is the half-dipole 50 ohm load current response to an electro-

magnetic wave with the magnetic field polarized perpendicular to the antenna and

S# 'F
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with a direction of incidence equal to Q., then the antenna response to broad-

side incidence is

I(T/2) .428 I(Gm) (4.2)

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) arise from the effect of the finite size of the

effective antenna ground plane. This effect, however, is practically indepen-

dent of the ground plane size.7 Fgr an infinite antenna ground plane, Gm = 7/2

and Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) aic not valid.

The maximum response, I(@m), can be theoretically calculated from the ideal-

ized problem of a half-dipole mounted on an infinite ground plane and sub4lected

to an EMP with broadside incidence. A technique to calculate the dominant terms

in the time-domain solution of the electric dipole and half-dipole responses to

broadside EMP has been described in a previous report.ý It consists of applying

recent work involving the Singularity Expansion Method which expresses the solu-

tion in terms of the natural modes of the dipole structure. This technique in

conjunction with Eq. (4.2) has been used to calculate the half-dipole responses

to the ALECS EL ?P; the results are shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.1Rb for the VHF'

and UIT quarter-wave whips respectively. The measured responses are shown in

Figs. 4.17a and 4.1 8 a such that we can easily compare the theoretical and

experimental results.

The ALECS EMP electric field was approximated by a double exponential wave-

form for the calculations. The approximate ALECS EMP electric field time his-

tort used in the calculations is

E(t) =EO (e-_' - e ) 4

where

S= 7 x 106 sec"1

= 2.2 x 108 sec-1

an'

"E0 1. 15 Ep

where Ep is the measured amplitiide of the wavelform. The waveform defined by

Eq. b has a rise time of about L., ns and a I'all time of about COO ns. The

0 ( rns 'a LI time is the time in which the.ý waveform has decreased tLo 2<, of its

pc;ijk ",abu•,.
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In Fig. 4.17, the current through a 50 ohm load is shown for a half-

dipole antenna, designed for 154.43 Mvz, illuminated by the ALECS EMIv with

Ep P 29 kV/m. The peak value of' the measured response Im over the first half'-

cycle is about -7 amperes (A) whereas the calculated value !c is about -9A.

The percent of relative difference between the measured and calculated values

is

Im - ci
D : x'mO

D=X 100% (4.4).

which is equal to 28.5% for Im = -7A and Ic -9A.

For the second negative peak, the measured value is about -2A and the

calculated result is about -2.2A. The relative difference is 10%.
The Lime of the first zero crossing for the calculated waveform tc is

about 6 ns and the first zero crossing for the measured waveform tm is about

8 ns. The relative difference is 25% where tm has been substituted for Im

and tc has been substituted for Ic in Eq. (4.4).

In Fig. 4.18, the 50 ohm 'lad current response is shown for a 450 , z

UH-2 ',alf-diovole antenna illuminated by the ALECS EIYT with EZp 3F kV//m.

The amplitudes of the first peak for the measured and calculated results are

-i.3A and -1.7A respectively. The relative difCference is 58C%,.

The time histories of' the theoretical and experimental results for the

UHF antenna responSE are not in very good agreement. This is due primarily

to the limited response capability of' the 454 Tektronic oscilloscope used

fo? the test. The rise time capability of t'-e 451 scope is 2.4 ns. This

is about the same as the rise time of the measured response in Ffg. )ý.19a.

Antenna Ceedlines are non-de]iberate antennas for Elv2. A 5-meter RG-8U

1hra.,ied coax cable non-deliberate antenna was tested in the same manner as

the other antennas. One end3 of the cab-le was positioned1 throunh a meta]. plate

oW-;r Ia sersor tort. The shield o0' the cable was electricall.,, connected to the

;ro(r.,J plane a%. the plate. The othetr endI of' the cable was erected perpend icu-

lar '.o the rround plane. Response measurements were made at the boil om end; of

V be ';a>,Le i•rvder il e ,-rounrd plane an'! with the t~op- end of the cable un> crmi ed

e. S "..rj I he * o pen-circt 'C• jci r,ý, c rcsj.oHse o!' _.ic coax ante(,nna.* we

so ;rio T.hat 'ho sh Pe.c 1:!• of.th ca• Ic: is . Lao a r'oo, appr •,xnimat. lam * a sho ad c

v 'S"-, nr.l.LJ. ,t ifQ'Os I• }: [ ('II t'c.f 1 .cI])! SHIlt' IKY, 1,c),a

~~~~~1( na'_ ns1 's f if-,f!'' J;d
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To calculate the open-circuit voltage, we can apply a rule of thumb,

i.e., for typical EMP pulses, the attenuation of common single-braid.!d

coax cables of length comparable to the radiation length or longer is

on the order of 1,8 dB. Thus, the internally induced current through a

50-ohm load for RG-9U cable is on the order of 1i/250 that of the shield

current.

The Thevenin equivalent voltage for the coax cable and the electromar-

netic environment is approximately related to the shield current I(u) by

S~ 50.0o + c(L)( .t,' '~250( .

where Zc(w) is the impedance of the coax cable. The period of the domninant

wav [a'orm In Lhe Coiutlion o' t1he shieCld cul'(rret, r'luapoliscu L I ho AL"CO J'"" J

about 72 ns. The impedance of the 5-meter RG-SU coax cable f'or the waveform

is about 5ý) ohms for the first 72 ns.

In Fig. 4.19, the measured and calculated results for the coax cable

antenna open-circuit voltage response to the ALECS El2, with Ep = 5 k7i/m are

shown. Equation (4.5) was used for the calculation with the coax cable imped-

ance equal to 110 ohms. Except for the first half-cycle, the measure,-" and

computed results compare very well.

Thus far we have compared theoretically estimates with measured responses

for the VHF and UHF quarter-wave whips and the coax cable antenna. Now we

turn our attention to the more complicated gain antenna. For typical EI4VP's

the dominant response of a quarter-wave VIl{F half-dipole is composeci of two

damped sinusoids.3 The angular frequency of the response is equal to the

antenna's f'irst resonant frequency which is normally the antenna ciesi7n

reauency.

The power received by a gain antenna at the desirn frequency is related

to that of a dipole by the power gain (. Since the dominant response o" the

simple dipole 1V}UP antenna has a frequenc.y. equal to the design frequency of'

the antenna we can postulate that

'• .e ', . he , ,e o a ' '
r. . •,dI] - *ie (t, <'hni 1 ] 1 ,t '] -, rren r m):t~en V.< e'i.(a . ',•r lh, . m'm•
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Equation (0.6) can be checked by the measured rtnsults It. >1. .. Lb.

The peak response tor the 154.115 1v1z quarter-wave whip is at anipore?.

The peak response for a 154.)45 MHz half-wave dipole would be phout the sar

since their gains are about equal. For the gain antenna use': in the e.,

N/C = 2.82. Applyinr Eq. (4.6) gives the peak value o,' he 'ah r ante-ina

response as equal to or less than 2.82 x l6A = 45.-2A.

The peak value of the measured gain antenna 50" ohm loaf currien', resonse

is about 4OA. Thus, in our example calculation, Eq. (L.6) gave an upper boone

as was postulatedi.

4. 7 NON-LINEAR EFFECTS

The response to Ere of' the half-dipole antenna locateei in free spav

varies linearly with the amplitude o!' the elecrt, ric tie .i. 'ihis assoup.ier. was

used in Section 41.6 to estimate the half-dipole response t. the ALTCS 11.P. Iow-

ever, for the antenna in an air medium, one must, take int.o a-c,.cun the efecos

o: corona discharge and spý)a-rover associated with hig<h tiel I strengths.

In Fig. 4.20, the peak current response throu,-h a 5- ohm leaý I, is 0' cI-

ted against E,, the measured amplitude of' the electlric field, tar tour ' th-,e

communication antennas tested. The plot for the fifth antenna, the tolded

half-dipole, is not shown since it is about the same as th!a of' the quar' er-

wave whip.* There are three types of non-linearities that can, b)e observed :rom

Fig. 4.20: an apparent non-linearity associated with EP < 15 .I.,.. a no:n-lincrar

effect associated with relatively high field strengths, arid a non-linearity

associated with the 5/R wavelength VHF loaded antenna.

For field strengths less than about 15 k/inm, the measured peak current

is larger proportionally than that measured at higher field streng-this. This

phenomenon is likely due to the difference in the AfLCS EM? ;,7,mive'orms :'or lox.:

an! higJlh ' eld strengths as was discussed in Section . !. " ,he eectric

",ield amplitudes f'or 4'ield strengths less than 15 V/m were , 'ed as the

maximutr, measured peak va-iue of the waveform insiteaJ (I'' the peaký vale,

thern the resuilts would appear "nearly linear, fr low Iold .evw's. Il. is,

there fore, plausiible to at Liri ue the non- linear ei' at ,w I' e I live hr
t, ,he charnrý'e in the wave'form char'acterist,'s ani n d ,Ic , !' he, icd

.[;'/l,'I. 'Ph's'!;, LV: , non-.]rfirgj'I l. Is t.n opp] ten' t -itent' ' ' "l arrnI;o' rrI .:

"n;'} elrtc :.:'• r'•: ''' Pd:51.:1 ; ren'th.
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For field strength levels above 50 ky/m, the 50 ohm load current responses

become non-linear and do not increase proportionally with Ep as can be seen

from Fig. 4.20a. This phenomenon first occurred at Ep - 50 kV/m for the quarter-

wave whip and at Ep - 70 kV/m for the gain antenna. The gain antenna consisted

of a collinear array of folded dipole elements. The radius of each folded dipole

element ýs about one and a half times that of the quarter-wave whip. Since this

phenomenon occurred for the smaller radius antenna, at lower field levels, it is

likely due to corona discharge. The effect of this phenomenon on the quarter-

wave whip is to reduce its 50 ohm load current response to ALECS EMP by about

20'% for Ep = 100 kV/m.

The response for the 5/8 wavelength loaded antenna appeared to be non-linear

at abQut 50 kV/m. However, after careful study of the data we feel that the non-

linear effect shown on Fig. 4.20b is due to a poorly connected antenna lead. The

antenna lead was checked on or about test shot No. 61. Figure 4.21 shows the
difference in the measured waveforms. There is, however, a non-linear effect
associated with the 5/8 wavelength antenna. The response at 50 kV/m was about

the same amplitude as that of the quarter-wave whip and the maximum value of the

current occurred during the first half-cycle of tXý waveform. For high field

strength level.s, the waveform of the response is different from that at low

* levels. This can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.21b and 4.14a. This effect is

likely due to spark-overs in the loading coil. Spark-overs in the coil would

change the antenna-loading coil impedance which would change the waveform of

* the 50 ohm load current response.

4.8 PROTECTION AGAINST EMP-INDUCED SURGES

The effectiveness of a standard lightning arrestor and some special

transient protective devices for suppressing EMP-induced current surges was

experimentally determined. The devices were tested with the collinear array

gain antenna for various electric field strength levels. The devices that
wer-'e tested are a coaxial lightning arrestor manufactured by Phelps Dodge
Communications Company, the 250 and 35:5 series Spikeguard transient protectors

manufactured by Fischer Custom Communications, and a prutotype semiconductor

dinle transient protector constructed by ORNL. The Spikeguard and diode-type

protectors are constructed within standard , axial tees. The semiconductor

diodes used in the ORNL prototypt are iN3653's switching diodes each with a

forward bias current rating of 400 milliamperes.
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The specifications for the protective devices are listed below:

Device DC Breakdown Voltage Voltage Stauding Wave Ratio

Lightning Arrestor 500 to 1200 volts Under 1.03:1 to 500 MHz

Spikeguard 250-N 230 volts Under 1.8"l to 400 MHz

Spikeguard 350-N 550 volts Under 1.8:1 to 400 MHz

Spikeguard 350-UHF 550 volts Under 1.5:1 to 250 NHz

Prototype diode Under 1 volt Not measured

The lightning arrestor, Spikeguards 250-N and 350-N, and the diode pro-

tector have type N coaxial connectors. The Spikeguard 350-UHF has a UHF i.ype

connector.

Figures 4.22 through 4.27 show the measured results of the effect of the

surge protectors on the gain antennp 50 ohm load current fr'or varlouT field

levels. In Fig. 4.22, Ep = 9.5 kV/m and the peak voltage on the antenna feed-

line is about 550 V. The Spikeguard 350-UHF is not effective at this field

level as can be seen in Fig. 4.22b.

In Fig. 4.23, Ep = 20 kV/m and the Spikeguard 350-UHF becomes effective

after the first full cycle of the induced current. As we can see Lfum Fig.

4.23, the addition of' the diode protection to the Spikeguard 350-UHF almost

totally suppressed the current waveform.

At Ep 30 kV/m, the Spikeguard 350-UHF is an effective surge suppressor

as can be observed by Fig. 4.24b. The Spikeguard 350-UH is more effective than

th,-• 350-N as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.24a and 4.24b.

At Ep- 50 kV/m, we observe from Fig. 4.25a that the lightning arrestor has
little or no effect on the EMP-induced current. Although the peak feedline

voltage was about 1400 V, which exceeds the lightning arrestor breakdown voltage,

the arrestor failed to respond. The initial rate of rise of' the feedline volt-

age was about. 300 V/ns. The time of the first zero crossing for the waveform

was ubout 50 ns. The fast rise time and short. duration of the pulse evidently

did not allow sufficient time to activate the arrestor. The lightning arresLor

also failed to respond at higher Field strentv.h levels used in the test.

Figures 4.25b and 4.25c show the effectiveness of the Spikeguards 250-N

and 350-N protet:tors. Both devices are effective as a surge suppressor after

the first hal.'-cycle. Duriig ',he first half-cycle, the 250N protector clipped

•qv;
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the 50 ohm load e.urrerit to about 20A and the load v.oltage to about 1000

volts. The 350-N Spikeguard clipped the current to about 10A and the volt-

age to about 500 volts.
In Figs. 4.26 and 4.27, the waveforms of the curren', through a 50 ohm

load with various EMP protection are shown for X.p P 100 kV/m, The effective-

ness of the devices as surge suppressors are presented in order of increasing

9Wfectiveness, ie., the Spikeguardý 2,90.N, 350-N, and 350-1W), the d.ode pro-

tector, and the parallel combination of the 350-.URF and the diode protectors.

The 250-N protector suppressed the first half-cycle load voltage to

about 1500 volts, whereas the 350-N suppressed the load voltges to about 500

volts. The effectiveness of the ý59-UWf at this surge level is about the same

as that of the 350-N protector. The diode protector suppressed the load volt-
Sage to approximately 3.0 volts. The most effective device teited Is the parallel

combination of' the Spikeguard *550-UMP and the diode protector. It suppressed

the 50 ohm load voltage fx )m 25.'(' volrts to about 5") volts. This rejre.ýents a

reduction of' the energy supplied to the load over the first ha.l.f-cycle by 2500.

4.9 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that EM? ic a potential threat to radio cominunica-

tions. The EN0? electric field threshold failure .level can bo as low as 4.28

kV/m for some cominuni ,ations equipment. Other comnunications equipment, how-

ever, are not vulnerable to The A12CS EMv9 at a high. electric field level of

100 kV/m. Tht. important EMP energy Collectors for the radios tested are the

uantenna, the microphone cord, arid the power cable. Direct coupling of the

"EMP tIrto the equipment had no observable effects.

W'e havie shown tha,. the technique described in Reteierice 8 for estimating

the EMP responses of' the cylindrical electric half-dipole antenna gives rea-

sonable results. The relative difference between the measured and calculated

reazults is conservative by about 28%. This difference would be smaller if the

ALECS EMP had been better represented analytically and if Lhe experimental

error could be reduced to zero. The test has shown that the calculated results

are sufficiently accurate for the purpose of EMP analysis sod assessment of

cmmunication systems. Also, the test has provided experimental date on the

responses of the coax cable non-deliberate feedline antenna, and eomplicated

gsin antennas.
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The test on the effectiveness of some selected surge protection devices
has demonstratud that it is possible to suppress transients induced on Vri
and UHF antennas by EM. The fast gas-diode and the hybrid fast gas-dioxe
and switching-type semiconductor diode devices can provide almost total sup-

pression of the induced surges. Tho h.ybrid device is the most effective DIP
protector that was tested.
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Pressdlng paso NOla
'CHAPTER V

E4P COUPLING ANALYSIS

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

The EMP energy and/or power that is coupled to communications equip-

ment is estimated in this chapter. The DT energy collectors that are

important to communication systems are: antennas, antenna feedlines, com-

mercial power, microphone cords, control lines, direct coupling, and

indirect coupling.

5.2 ANTENNA ANALYSIS

Antennas are a major concern in the EMP vulnerability analysis of

communication systems. The two primary reasons for this concern are:

(1) antennas are normally connected through feedlines and tuning cirý-

cuitry to some of the. most sensitive electrical components in the sys-

tem and (2) antennas that operate at frequencies below several hundred

MHz normally perform well as nuclear EMP energy collection devices.

In considering an antenna as a receiving device, it is useful to

employ Thevenin and Norton equivalent circuits to calculate the antenna's

load response. For the Norton circuit, the curront through the load is

given by

I a(W) YL(W)

a (w) + Y 77

where Ia is the Norton equivalent current source of the antenna and the

electromagnetic environment, Ya is the admittance of the antenna, YL is

the admittance of the load, and w is the angular frequency. Ia(w) and
Y (w) are generally complicated functions of frequency and, even for a
a

simple antenna type such as the cylindrical electric half-dipole, are

difficult to calculate. There are, however, antenna theories that approx-

imate thore functions over certain frequency ranges. These approximating

theories can be used to estimate I(w) and then to calculate numerically

the time domain antenna load current response i(t) via the Fourier trans-

form. However, these piece-wise approximations to I(w) may introduce

large errors in i(t).
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A new technique-to calculate the dominant electric cylindrical di-

pole and half-dipole load current responses to EMP has been described in

a previous report. 8  Basically, it involves applying the results of the

singularity expansion method foirmulated by Baum. 9  This method expands

the time-domain solution of the electromagnetic quantity in terms of ana-

lytical functioas. Each term comes from an inverse transform of the cor-

responding term in the frequency domain singularity expansion. In this

manner all of the important singularities that contribute significantly

to i(t) are considered.

When this new technique is applied to the cylindrical half-dipole

antenna, the Norton equivalent current source for a double exponential

W4P as defined by Eqs. (1.5) Rlid (1.7) is8

M

ia(t) 4EoA tDml e -a t D e-•ta 0 Dm2
m=l

-xmt
[D m cos wmt +D sin Wmt] n (5.2)

where the incident electric field is in the direction of maximum sensi-

tivity of the antenna. The constants Eo, a,, and oy are defined by

Eqs. (1.5) and (1.7). M is the number of poles employed in the solution

and A is the length of the half-dipole. The constants ym and wm are the

natural damping constants and the natural resonant frequencies respectively

and are functions of the antenna parameters only. The constants Dml, Dm2,

Dm3 , and Di determine the amplitude of the current and are functions of

the antenna parameters and the incident wave.

It was shown in Ref. 8 that for a resistive load, i(t) is similar

to ia(t) times an exponential damping factor which is a function of the

resistive load and the antenna parameterc. The natural resonant fre-

quencies are only s)ightly altered by the admittance function.

The most significant contribution to the load current response is

made by the first mode, which corresponds to the pole nea-jt the ima-

ginary axis in the complex frequency plane, i.e., M = 1. At M = 1, the

approximate response is
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. t cLt -Tt cti(t) 4 Eo. tDi e' -D e +e F1 co s wt + D. sin wt] (5.3)

where the m subscripts have been dropped and the primes on the inverse

time constants indicate that they have been modified by the admittance

transfer functions. The constants in Eq. (5.3) can be computed from

formulas given in Ref. 8. The constant w = w, is the normal design fre-

quency of the quarter wavelength half-dipole antenna. At the design

frequency, the receiver load resistance is about 50 ohms.

In Figs. 5.1 through 5.4, the singularity expansion method has been

applied to calculate the 50-ohm load current responses of some quarter-

wave half-dipoles. Five singularities were used to compute the Norton

equivalent current and the antenna admittance. A length-to-radius ratio

equal to 259 was used in the calculations.

The responses are presented for both Pulse A, the long pulse, and

Pulse C, the short pulse. The responses to Pulses B and D can be ob-

tained from those of Pulses A and C respectively by multiplying the ordi-

nates scale on the figures by 0.442 since the responses are linearly pro-

portional with Eo.

In Fig. 5.1 the current through a 50-ohm load is shown for an 80-

meter-band RACES frequency half-dipole anLenna. Pulse A induces the

largest response with this antenna. In Fig. 5.2 the load current re-

sponse is shown for a citizen's band quarter-wave whip. A slightly

larger response is obtained with Pulse C for the citizen's band antenna.

In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 the load responses of a VHF and a UHF antenna

are shown respectively. Pulse C induces the larger response for both of

these antennas. Additional plots of 50-ohm load current responses of

half-dipole antennas with designed frequencies that are typically used

in the land mobile class are shown in Appendix B. Also, the short-

circuit current responses of various nalf-dipole antennas are shown in

Appendix B.

The damage to an electronic component from a short damped sinusoi-

dal pulse is due primarily to the energy deposited in the device during

the first half-cycle of the wavefor... By treating the load current re-

sponse during the first half-cycle as a sine wave, we may estimate the

:-{I
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Thu2 011rgiet• recKiVwd by a 1AO.-hil lad hIve been computed by Eq.
lw',) for half-dipoles of various dcsignod trequL.in a1i for the four,

i'epri',mntative pulses. The reoults of this caloulation are preanted

In Table !).I. The poak load vurentt and voltage and the half-oyc.le

period are also praentedo in Table 5.lI For a step-funct ion D.IP, tho

ellnergy received by a resistive load during tho first haoi-fyle of the

load cw'~rant is inversely proportioi4aj to the cube of the i,esign fre.-

quonny. We can see from Table 5.1 that this "Inverse cube" rule.of-

thumb is within a factor of 2 for the doohle exponQ,,•ial UMP':n used Il

"the calculations.

It was shown in Chapter IV that an upper boaed of the load :urorent

for Ohe gain antenna is equal. to the product of the current gain and the

peak valuQ of the half-dipolu load current. Also, it was shown in the

experime)ntal data that: the half-cycle period of the gain antenna cur-

rent is on the order of three times that of the half-dipole due to the

broad band effect of the gain antenna. Thus, the enurgy received by

the load of thQ more aomplicated gain antenna can bu conservatively esti-

mated as throe times the product of' tile energy level for the half-dipole

antenna as shown in Table 5.1 and the antenna's power gain. Table 5.2

shows approximate energy levwls for gain antennas that have been calcu-

lated by the procedure outlined above.

5•.3 ANTENNA FEEDLINE ANALYSIS

The antenna feedline collects MP energy and thus performs as a non-

deliberate antenna. Consider a RG8/U coaxial cable feedline for a base

station antenna mounted on a wooden pole 20 meters above the earth. The

pole is located next to the building that houses the conmnunications

equipment and the coaxial cable shield is grounded at a point near the

earth for lightning protection. The antenna feedline configuration is

shown in Fig. 5.5.
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450.0 A 5.8 0.30 2 0.002
450.0 B 32.6 0.13 2 0001

c1;o o 6.4 0. 32 2 0.002

4500. D 2.8 0 4 2 0.001

I-



Tablo 5.P. ThQ Smargy Reoeived During tho First 11auf-Cycleby a riO-ohm Load C~onneetkd to a G46in Antomm

vreq~~toncy PuseMe y Reoeived b
S(•81•) ~~Unity Gain 3 dB Gain 6 dS• Gai•n In, 0 "JRPl, 15 dB G"All•

|3,997 A 53.1 ,1 W.86 j 6,,7,. R 1593.I ,0 j 5011. h5 ,j

3.997 B 1o.4 1 6,.4 j 1.24.8 J 312.0 J 988 0,0

3-997 c 24.8 j 148. 8j 297.6 j 744.0 1 2356.0
3,997 D 4. 9 j 29.4 j 58,8 J 14•7.0 J 4+65.• 5

27.-3 A 15i•85 951.0 1.9 J 4.8 j 15.1 j
27.23 B 30.9 185. 1 370.8 9927.0 2.9 j

27.23 C 161.7 971,2 1,9 j 4.9 j 15.4

27.23 D 31.5 189.0 378.0 945.O 3.0 J

40.0 A 42.2 ,,53.? 506.4 1.3 J 4.0 j

40.0 B 8.2 49.2 98.4 246.0 779.0

40.0 C 46.2 277.2 554.4 1.4 j 4.4 j

40.0 D 9.0 54.0 108.0 270.0 85.0

75.0 A 4.0 24.0 48.0 120.0 380.0

75.0 B 0.7 4.2 8.4 21.0 66.5

75.0 C 4.6 27.6 55.2 138.0 437.0

75.0 D 0.9 5.4 10.8 27.0 85.5

150.0 A 0.241 1.5 2.9 7.2 22.9

150.0 B O.047 0.28 0.56 1.4 4.5

150.0 c 0.290 1.7 3.5 8.7 27.6

150.0 D 0.080 . o.48 0.96 2.4 7.6

450.0 A 0.002 0.012 0.024 0.06 0.19

450.0 B 0.001 0.006 0.012 0.03 0.09

450.0 C 0.00p 0.013 0.025 0.06 0.20

450.0 D 0.001 o.=06 0.012 0.03 0.09

aThe energy is given in millijoules unless stated.

b15 dB gain antennas are not commonly used for HF and VHF.
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To make this a more tractable problem, we further specify that the

20-meter vertical. section of the line is much, much longer than the hori-

zontal portion. This is a common feedline arrangement. Thus, the 20-

meter segment of the cable will have much larger shield currents induced

on it by the EMP than will the remaining portion of the line, and the

major contribution of shield-to-inner-conductor coupling will occur

along the 20-meter section.

To calculate the EMP-induced shield current, we model the vertical

portion of the line as a short-circuited half-dipole antenna as shown in

Fig. 5.5b. The upper end of the cable is unterminated for the analysis.

This should be a good approximation to the antenna impedance termination

for the relatively low frequencies of the induced shield current.

The short-circuit current response of a 20-meter half-dipole an-

tenna is shown in Appendix B, Fig. B-4, for the representative EMP's A

and C. Pulse A induces the larger response; the peak current is about

5500 A and the half-cycle period is o.14 ps.

The open-circuit voltage that will appear at the receiver's input

during the first 120 ns due to shield-to-inner-conductor coupling along

Ithe vertical section of the cable is, approximately

v(t) i(t)/2.5 volts (5.5)

where Eq. (4.5) has been used with the coax cable impedance equal to its

ch:iracteristic impedance of 50 ohms and i(t) is the induced current on

the cable shield. The peak of the open-circuit voltage for the non-

deliberate feedline antenna is, from Eq. (5.5), on the order of 5 1W.

The input of a receiver is normally an RF amplifier or RF pre-

amplifier or a band-pass filter. The amplifier circuits and most band-

pass filter circuits have tapped-coil input tuned circuits. Some band-

pass filters use capacitive-divider input circuits. At the relatively

low frequencies of the Thevenin equivalent voltage source, the receiver

input impedance Js inductive and nearly a short circuit for the tapy-d-

""il input and is rlpaci ut aiid neaxlj_ an. .qtii ci-cult for the

capacitor-divider input.

For the tapped-coil receiver inpuL, the peak current through the

coil resulting from the feedline antenna interaction with Pulse A is
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on the order of 100 amperes, i.e., 5 kV divided by the 50-ohm character-

istic impedance of the cable. Of course, the time history of the induced

current is, in general, not the same as that of the open-circuit voltage

due to the reflections in the horizontal segment of the cable. This

oscillating induced coil current pulse will decay to near zero after

several microseconds of time history since the driving voltage is near

zero at that time.

5.4 COMMERCIAL POER LINE ANALYSIS

The current induced on power lines by the EvP has been considered

in a previous report.•° In Fig. 3.7 of Ref. 10, an estimate of the in-

duced current has been obtained by the application of transmission line

theory for a wire with frequency dependent resistance located 10 meters

above a finitely conducting ground. The EvP source used in the calcula-

tion has a time history similar to Pulse A; the magnetic field unit vec-

tor e3 is polarized perpendicular to the axis of wire and the direction

of incidence unit vector e is 100 above the horizon.

The voltage induced between wire and grnd by an incident plane

wave, such as EMP, is the product of three factors. The first two fac-

tors are, as is usual in tr '-mission theory, the characteristic imped-

ance and the current. The third factor is the cosine of the angle be-

tween the direction of propagation of the incident wave and the direction

of positive current along the transmission line. The total voltage is the

sum of the induced voltage and the voltage (the line integral of the elec-
tric field) of the incident plane wave.

In Fig. 5.6a, the transmission line voltage is shown for a 400-ohm

line cariying the current given in Fig. 3.7 of Rei. 10. The electric

field (with direction _e. ) lies in the vertical plane of incidence.

The use of this EMP is overly conservative since (1) polarizations

of the electric field greater than thirty dcs.;rt off the horizon are not
likely in thc c_.-Oinental USA, and (2) the effects of corona discharge
have not been taken into account.

1-1 F6g. R Mr mw realiiti- •nlnri17tRinr 4 veari, approximate

effects of corona discharge have been included in the calculation. The

values of the voltage in Fig. 5.6b were computed from those in Fig. 5.6a

NR
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effects of corona discharge.
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simply by multiplying by the factor 0.35. This factor arises from the

following considerations. The vector e4 is the normalized projection of

the electric field vector in the vertical x-y plane. As can be seen from

Fig. 5.6b, the component of the electric field in the direction of e4 is

one-half the incident electric field and it has an angle of 800 with

respect to the axis of the wire. Thus, the induced voltage, without

accounting for corona discharge, is one-half that shown in Fig. 5.6a since

the induced current is linearly proportional to the magnitude of the elec-

tric field. Corona discharge further reduces the voltage by about 25% as

was observed in Chapter IV. Thus, the voltage in Fig. 5.6b is about 0.35

that in Fig. 5. 6 a.

For the purpose of analysis, we can represent the power line voltage

by the analytical approximation

V(t) V (e - e"t) 0 , (5.6)

where

VO = 1.6 Mw

Sm- 9-2.5 Psec

Y1 " = 0.2 Psec

After about five microseconds, the decay of the induced voltage shown

in Fig. 5.6b is not well approximated by an exponential fuw.:tion and Eq.

(5.6) should not be used.

At this point we can make some observations concerning the E re-

sponse of commerclal power systems. Most of the energy in the pulses

induced in power lines by the 1vP is between 0.1 and 1 MHz in the fre-

quency spectrum. Thus, the behavior of the commercial power system at

60 Hz has little bearing on the EMP response of the system. Furthermore,

the pulses induced in the lines by the EMP propagates primarily as common-

mode signals. Therefore, the phase line to earth response of each phase

of a balanced three-phase system is similar to that of a single-phase
syst~em with equivalent electrical and electromagnetic characteristics.

SAnd the phase-to-phase response of a three-phase system is small rela-

tive to the phasa-to-grotund response. Also, the differential transmis-

.ion line mode is used for the transmission and conversion of 60-Hz power;
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the behavior of power system components as differential-mode devices is

not necessarily applicable to our analysis. This is particularly true for

phase-to-phase differential-mode devices.

To estimate the EMP energy available to communications equipment at

the wall plugs, consider the single-phase system shown in Fig. 5.7a.

The system consists of a primary distribution line, lightning arrestor

and fuse, a 13 kV to 120/2140 V transformer, and a secondary drop to the

weatherhead. The transformer is electrically characterized by primary

and secondary windings3 an interwinding capacitance, Ci3 a primary wind-

ing to system ground capacitance, Cp; and two secondary windings to

system ground capacitances, Cs 's. At the weatherhead the secondary con-

ductors enter a conduit riser as shown. Also, the primary neutral sys-

tem ground is connected to earth ground by a vertical ground wire 9 m

long. The conduit is ,Iso connected to earth ground by a short ground-

ing wire inside the building.

There are two long transmission lines than can collect large amounts

of EMP energy. One is the transmission line formed by the primary line

and the earth. And the other is the transmission line formed by the

primary neutral and the earth. The characteristic impedance Zo of each

line is around 4 00 ohms. A mid-frequency model of the commercial power

source is shown in Fig. 5.7b. The voltages induced by EMP on the priggary

and neutral lines are designated V and Vn respectively and are approxi-
p n

mately equal to the voltage given in Fig. 5.6b. Since we are concerned

with the coupling at frequencies well above 60 Hz, the transformer wind-

ings are not included in the model.

The lightning arrester is modeled as a voltage-activated switch Sa

in series with a non-linear resister Ra. The switch is activated at

voltages between fifty and several hundred kilovolts; the exact value

depends on the rate of rise of the voltage surge. An average value for

Ra is about 5 ohms. The vertical ground wire is modeled as a voltage

source Vg which is the voltage induced at the upper end of the wire by

the EMP. This source is in series with a ground wire impedance repre-

sented by Z'g. For frequencies lower than the lowest resonant frequency

of VW, the impedance of the ground wire approaches that associated with

the inductance of the wire, Lg. The first resonance nf Vg is about the
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same as that for a 9-m half-dipole, i.e., about 8 MHz. The inductance Lc

in Fig. 5.7b is the inductance of the conduit riser from the weatherhead

to earth ground. This inductance is about 5 4h.

In order to simplify the circuit shown in Fig. 5.7b, consider the

relative importance of the circuit elements for the frequencies of inter-

est. The ground wire inductance L is about 10 4h. The voltage across

Lg at node A due to Vn is small relative to the voltage at the primary

bushing of the transformer at node B for frequencies such that

f < 0  (5.7)

which are frequencies below 3 MHz f L = 10 ýih. For frequencies aboveg

3 MHz, the magnitude of the voltage %' node A due to Vn may be on the

same order of magnitude as that at node B. And the voltage drop across

Sa may not be sufficient to activate the switch.

The order of magnitude of V is about the same as the voltage

between the primary line and earth ground.11 This voltage will. likely

have a ringing frequency associated with the length of the ground wire.

The polarity of the waveform of V g is a function of the vertical compo-

nent of the incident electric field. To calculate the exact time history

of the voltage induced on the ground wire will require further investigation.

The above discussion concerning the voltage between node A and earth

ground suggests that the time required to fire the lightning arrester

may be longer for EMP-induced surges than for lightning surges. For

times greater than 0.2 4sec, the voltage at node A due to both Vg and Vn

will likely be small relative to that at node B. The time required to

activate the arrester is likely to be about 0.2 4sec after a fast rising

pulse is applied to the device.12 The exact time depends on the arrester

characteristics and the pulse. For our analysis we shall assume that the

arrester fires after 0.) 4sec of pulse time history.

The inductance Lc will have little effect on the pulse that reaches

the weatherhead after about 100 ns cince its value is only about 3 to 5

4h and the time constant 2 Lc/zo is only about 25 ns. Thus, we may con-

sider the vicatherhead neutral at near earth ground potcntial after 0.1

iJ,_'2c and L, is not very important for the arialysis.
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The values of the trar'afor•Rr capavitanoo C, C| , dr! de)"od .tl tho

transformer design. Normally tho relative valtUio of tho otIa ftfIaQOU

are such that Cp << < Ci <i. Redsonabl3 valuaj for thekl Oup4eitora A.1,01

C~p ' 50 pf, Cs CJO0 ppf, and Cj 900 pf.

The mid-frequency model ahown in FI 5,Fig b can bo app,'oximlatelly re-

duced to that shown in Fig. 5',7u for frequtncies f, such that

S 1,

which is about 3 MHz for V-0 400 ohms •lnd Ce 300 pf.

The values of the circuit el0ements in the simplified tuid-fraequelcy

model are given for Sa open by

V KV , (5.9)

Re K Zp/9

Ce Ci , /K1)

and C

c i + Cs

For Sa closed, the values are

2V KRa
Ve 2 R a + Z°

K Ra Zo

K R , ZRe 2 a + (.i)

and the values of K and Ce are the same as tnose given for 8 open.

The voltage acx..ss V is given by

z s Ve(a)
V sV

Vw(s) (sRe +A- (5.15)

where s is the Laplace frequency domain variable and - is the circuit

SIto



, tnvoraw U10 ontlabit Oiu.L. to

0 4,) f))n . W E)

V ~ 1 V (v)

and tho inverae Laplao transform of V id

The tvr'nis•iouion linte formed by the aecondary Oonduwtora and t(he

conduit riser han a eharacteristio impedanoe equal to about 40 ohms.

If the condult is long, oompared with the wavelenaths of the imprealled

signal, the weathorhead input impodaenoe is eoffectivoly that of' the con-

dait transnmission lint. If, on the otbwr hand, the conduit is short

compared with the wavelengths, the weatherhead impedance is approxi-

mately the load impedance of tile building. For most commeroial powr

sourse:, the conduit is short relitive to thet wavelenith of the fre.V quencies aiQSociated with the DWP-induced voltaig.

ThQ voltage that is coupled to th, weatherhead of a relatively short

conduit as shown in Fig. 5.8 for a lO0..ohm resistive load, The aourace

W voltage V\p is that shown in Fig. 5.6b. The switch S& has been asaumed

to be activated at 0.4 psee and the transition voltage at times slightly

greater than 0.14 1see has been plotted from thone shown in Ref. 12. The

other parameters used in Eq. (5.18) to calculate the values plotted in

Fig. 5.8 are those given in thii section; namely, Ra - 5 ohms, Zo - 400

ohms, CS W 300 pf, and C 900 pf.

As we can see from Fig. 5.8, the EMP-induced power line surge i1

rather poorly couplod to the secondary circuit. This is due primarily

to the attenuation of the distribution transformer and the mismatch
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between Re and Z. For Zw = O ohms, more energy is transferred to the

secondary circuit, and the voltage peak is about 50 kV.

The voltage at the wall plug which'is located a short distance from

the main switch box will be about the same as that at the switch box and

the weatherhead. The voltage at the wall plug which is located hundreds

of feet from the main switch box will be modified by the internal build-

ing wiring. The rise time of the pulse will be increased due to the ef-

fects of the additional inductance of the wiring. And the voltage pulse

will have damped oscillations with ringing frequencies associated with

the wiring in the megahertz range.

5.5 THE MICROPHONE CORD

The microphone cord normally consists of a coiled cable containing

four wires; two of the four wires connect the microphone cartridge to

the transmitter audio circuit through a switch and the other two wires

are used to switch the radio from the receive mode to the transmit mode.

A push button, double-pole switch is mounted in the microphone case.

When the microphone cord is subjected to EMP, currents will be in-

duced in the wires within the cable. The four conductors form a non-

deliberate antenna with an effective radius approximately equal to the

radius of a single conductor. The effective length of this antenna is

near the maximum value when the cord is extended its full length.

For the purpose of EMP coupling analysis, consider a possible worst

case situation of a 1-meter, straight microphone cord connected perpen-

dicular to a metal radio case. The microphone cord and the metal case

form a half-dipole antenna. We shall further specify that the orienta-

tion of the incident EMP is such that a maximum response is induced in

the microphone cord, non-deliberate antenna. And that the communications

equipment is located in an unshielded building high above the earth such

that the ground-reflected EMP arrives at the microphone cord about 40 ns

after the direct incident EMP.

The 50-ohm load current and short circuit current responses of the

microphone cord, non-deliberate antenna as described above are given for

the first 4O nS by Figs. B-2 and B-8 respectively. The currents in each

of the conductors within the cable are approximately equal for equal
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loads. Thus, the responses of each wire a-.e about 1/4 those shown in

Figs. B-2 and B-8. If some wires have 50-ohm loads and others have
short circuits, the responses of each of the wires during the first

half-cycle will be about the same as those for equal loads since there

is little difference between the two types of responses during this

period.

5.6 CONTROL LINK ANALYSIS

As stated in Chapter III, telephone lines and VHF, UHF, and micro-

wave antennas are used to provide control links. The VHF and UHF an-

tennas have been considered under Section 5.2. In this section we shall

consider the EMP coupling to microwave antennas and to a special two-

wire control line.

Aperture antennas are employed for point-to-point radio communica-

tions service in the 952 to 960 MHz atid the super high frequency (SHF)
bands. The total energy received by an aperture antenna from a double

exponential EMP as given by Eq. (1.7) has been investigated by IITRI.13

IITRI assumed that the effective area Aeff of the antenna has no fre-

quency dependence and that the aperture antenna performs as a perfect

bandpass filter with upper and lower radian cutoff frequencies wU and w.

respectively. The total energy received by the antenna is given by"3

E= A , 0  (a' - a, ) 1~a 1 - tan'Eo1 iw 1

T Ae1' ( tan- tan- -1 (5.19)

The effective area of an aperture antenna is of the same order as

the physical area S , a typical effective area is

Aeff =o .6o s (5.20)

The total energy received from Pulse C by an aperture antenna with

an effective area given by Eq. (5.20) and upper and lower cutoff fre-

quencies 950 and 960 MHz respectively is

ER = 0.0 6 s mj . (5.21)
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rt0 ,o. .Tho tiuo hiatory of tho upertmwo antauma response to WtP ia not
given by Vla, (5.19) and (5-,2), For a r'eeistive 104d RL, the total •

enery is relatod to the titue-domain load ourrent i(t) by

F,1 - 1 V(t) dt~ . 23)• c 0

If we aaaume thAt the current is proportimal to a deoa~ying expo-

tiontial function of time given by

then the total energy is

Kr 10 aR L T/An 10 (.5.25)

and t

For ET 0.03 mj, T 70 ns and itL 50 ohms, the peak value of the load

current is 4.44 A and a• .1.6 x i07 sec'.

Consider now the EMP energy coupled to communications equipment by

a two-wire telephone control line. Assume that the control l112c is a

long Unshielded two-wire cable terminated in a belance transformer load.

The induced current in the cable has dominant frequencies high above the

audio range; thus, we can expect the signal to be capacitively coupled

;.•',,



Matm the prtmuary to the* scoondary aide of the line tranafw'omer. Thic

oaaitivo couplind ohax'acteriatio of a line tranaformar vae experioiun.
tally verifted fov a five-mioroaeoond pulee.

A mid-•t,•quanoyr model fox, eaah wire of the te•lphone oabl, and halt

of th,, line tnanformer termination ls shown in Fig. 5.9a. The capa-
aitanoe C, in the :Itjure ia the inter-wlnding oaspaoitanoe and OV is the
aaecondary to eystem/aarth ground oup•aitanoe. H is the equipment load

impedance o the secondory and it is tihe height of the wire above the

The Q, L-i.nduoed transmission line voltage aeozos the equipment load

is shown in Fig. q.9b for1 R - 600 ohmns C, = 92 pf, C 8 pf, and H -

5 meters, The L41P source used in the calculation in the same as that

used to calculate values for Fig. 5.6b. This calculation was performed

by first calculating the current induced on an infinite copper wire with

an effective radius equal to 0.4 mm and then applying transmission line

theory to calculate the current through the load. The energy received

by the load from the pulse shown in Fig. 5.9b is about five millijoules.

The values for C1 and C. used in the calculetion are approximate values

for the line transformer exandned by ORNL.

5.7 DIRECT E2P COUPLING

Electromagnetic pulse radiation can couple directly to electronic

equipment. The connecting wires within electronic equipment can collect

small amnounts of EMP energy by performing as small loaded loop antennas.

Consider the wire loop shown in Fig. 5.10a; the length of the wire is J,

the area formed by the wire, Qircuit elements, and the chassis is S, and

the total impedance of th-. circuit is ZL. Since the loop Is physically

small compared to the wavelength of the W, quasi..static approximations

can be used. The current IL through the load is given approximately for

late times, t > 5 L/R, by

0 S 8EIL - -- (5.27)

where the magnetic field vector of the W is oriented perpendicular to

the plane of the loop, R is a repistive load, L is the lo impedance,
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4o is permeability of free apace, and Z is the free space wave impedance.

The loop inductance is

L - fin (8 f/ta) -23 , (5.28)

where a is the radius of the wire. For a No. 18 gage connecting wire

20 cm long, the loop inductance is equal to about 0.4 ph. If the total

load is a resistance equal to 100 ohms, Eq. (5.27) applies for times

greater than 20 ns.

The energy received by the load from the double exponential ThP

given by Eq. (1.7) is

i ER =R S I2(t) dt =o ' o(%-C (F 1)

0 L2 Z9 R ( +

which, for Pulse A, is equal to about 4 pj for S = 0.1 mF and R 100 0.

If the electronic circuit is located in a shielded enclosure such.

as an iron case, the incident electromagnetic fields at the connecting

wire are reduced. To estimate the effectiveness of a metal case as a

shield enclosure, consider the electromagnetic fields in the metal box

shown in Fig. lOb. The circular hole has a diameter D and the point of

interest P is located a distance d from the hole on the axis of the
circle as shown. I

The magnetic field at P is given to a zeroth order approximation

by"

in r

'where the quasi-static formula given oy, eq. (46) of Ref. 14tf or the

electric field tha-. penetrates a perfectly conducting sphere with a

circular aperture for D/d << 1 has been used.

The substitutions of Eqs. (5.30), (1.1), and (1.7) into Eq. (5.29)

gives the maximum energy received by the connectingwire loop located

in a metal case which has a single circular hole as

81 p'o S2 c r V

.. , -,. , .•Ra.it.;.. , , -
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For R =100 Q, S =0.1 n?, D 2 cm, and d = 20 cm, the energy

received from Pulse.A is reduced from 4 pýj to about l0"• joules. Thus,

the attenuation of the shield enclosure is about 10-7. Since the time

period required to receive the E4P energy is about. the same for shielded

and unshielded loops, the power attenuation of the enclosure is about

70 dB.

Equation (5.31) is a very rough approximation of the energy received

by the connecting wire loop. The fields that penetrate the enclosure

are no longer plane waves and thus, Eq. (5.30) does not precisely apply.

However, Eq. (5o31) does indicate the benefits of the shielded enclosures.

5.8 INDIRECT COUPLING

Electromagnetic energy can couple to electronic circuits from the

fields that are radiated from the EMP-induced currents in long conduct-

ing structures. Metal structures such as pipes and air ducts that are

40 m long can be expected to have about 5 kA maximum peak current induced

in them by Pulse A as is shown in Fig. B-4. Very long structures could

have on the order of 10 kA induced in them by Pulse A.1 0  The other

pulses, B, C, and D, will induce smaller currents.

To estimate the effects of the re-radiated fields, consider model-

ing the long metal structure by a cylinder with an effective radius ae.

For times t >> ae/c where c is the speed of light in free space, the

magnetic field radiated by the structure is

Hr r j.(5.32)

where I is the EMP-induced current and r is the radial distance from the

axis of the effective cylinder. The magnetic field unit direction vec-

tor ie the same as the phi unit direction vector of the cylindrical

coordinate system with the z axis coincident with the axis of the effec-

tive cylinder.

The effective value of the current induced in a perfectly conducting

infinite cylinder by a double exponential EMP with broadiside incidence

is approximately given bylbý

2 c (5.33)
Zm A n

•i " "e i
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Substituting Eq. (5.32) into Eq. (5.33) gives the maximum re-radiated

magnetic field for broadside EMP incidence *s

• ~c E°

Hrm-r Z 0  (5n34)

The distance from the structure, for which the maximum re-radiated
magnetic field is equal to or less than ten times the incident EMP mag-

Snetic field, is

C

c

10 a,' ~n aec

20r Ln (2 00 /ae) meters , (536)

which equals 2.6 m for a = 0.1 m. Equation (5.36) gives an upper bound
e

for the rc associated with a non-perfectly conducting structure. The

peak value of the E?4P-induced current in a copper cylinder is about 1/6

that of the perfectly conducting cylinder. 10 Thus, for the non-perfectly

conducting structure, rc equals about 0.43 m for ae = 0.1 m and Pulse A

E4P.

IF*

N. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF EMP ON C MUNICATION SYSTES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter VI, calculational techniques along with experimental

data are used to determine the EvP-induced voltages across and currents

into POE's of communications equipment. To determine equipment vulner-

ability to these transients and the probability of equipment and ulti-

mately system failure is very difficult, if not impossible, due to the

limited amount of statistical data. Nevertheless, apparent probabilities
based on the available information are computed, and superfipial esti-

mates of the actual probabilities are obtained. These provide approxi-

mate values of the probabilities of damages and failures and furnish a

basis to classify communications equipment and systems according to their

relative probabilities of failure.

6.2 ELECTRONIC COMPONENT VULkIMABLITIES

The ele(,ý-ronic components thac are most susceptible to electrical

transleit, wte semiconductor diodes, IC's, transistors, low voltage capa-

citors and tacumn tubes, and low power resistors and conductors. Some

rules, of-thumb that are used for the vuLnerability analysis of resistors

and capacitors are: (1) quarter-watt carbon resistors can be damagud by

25 kilowatts of pulse power dissipated during several microseconds, (2)

thin-film resistors can be damaged by voltages slightly above the resis-

tor's voltage aeting, and ,3) cxpacitors can be damaged by voltage tran-

osilnts that exceed their rated values by at least a factor of ten. Unfor-

Vttiate.4, there is not a large amount of available experimental data on
r,0-istor and capacitor vulnerabilities and the probabilities of damages

to these components by surges cannot be assessed. The nature of tran-

sient damages to resistors and capacitors ia that the device is normally

tshort or open circuited by the effects of the surge.
The most sensitive electronic components are semiconddutors, A

solid state device in considered to have been damaged if the parameters
of any p-r junction have been seriously degraded, or if a junction has

become an open or short circuit. The tjhreshold pulse for semiconductor



damage is inversely proportional to the square root of the pulse width

and is given by, 8

P K t /2 t lo0 ns , (6.1)

where P is the average power, t is the pulse time, and K is the damage

factor constant. For pulse widths of 100 ns or less, a pulse power fail-

ure dependence of t-1 is more appropriate. 1 8  Thus, the threshold failure

energy for a short pulse is

Enf =3.16 K mj . (6.2)

The value of K can be estimated from the junction capacitance c

and breakdown voltage Vbd for silicon planar transistors by the semi.-

empirical formula18

K -= 8 Cj Vbd x 10"6 watt-sec72 (6.3)

where cj has units of picofarads. Other semi-empirical formulrs are

given in Ref. P' ÷for germanium and silicon nonplanar devices.

Experimental values of Ef for some typical solid state devices have

been determined by semiconductor vulnerability studies.•' The threshold

failure energies to cause burnout for some typical devices used in radio

communications are presented below:

Device Enf (mJ)

Ge audio transistor 2N331 10

Bi audio transistor 2N327A 16

Ge UHF transistor 2N2188 .1

Si RF analog IC RCA CA3005 .008

Si VHF FET 2N4224 .03

Si microwave diode 1N23B .1 4j

Si general purpose diode 1N647 2

triode vacuum tube 66N8 2 Joules

iA
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L For ',he aMotorola, comtmunitoation, transaiutor M94381, the bAs,-to-

collector june.ion capacitance io 0.; p'f and tho broeakdown voltagc; in

about 67.5 V. The value of K couiuted from Eq. (6.') is 0,00}A6f) watt-Isel/2, The 'value of K was also determined from a thermal ranatanae
model presented in Ref. 16 and the result is K o 0.004•63. The throeahold

energy level corresponding to this value of K io 0.015 ij.

The value of Enf is the energy threshold failure level At which the

device failure probability is roughly 0.5. Thii can be observed from

the experimental data presented in Ref. 16. It can aloo be observed, for

the semi-condur.tors tested, that the experimental value of Hnf for a par.

ticular device may differ ftom that computed by Eq. (6.,?) by plus or minus

an order of magnitude. Thus, it is teasonable to assume that the device

failure cumulative distribution function F(x) is a logarithinic, (base 10)

function of the normalized dissipated energy x defined by

E
n~K (6.4)

where EP is the energy dissipated by the device. The value of F(l) is

0.5. Since the probability of device failure for x 5 10 is high, we

set F(x) 1 for x L- 10. The cumulative distribution function with the

above mentioned properties is presented in Fig. 6.1. The probability of

device failure p for a given normalized dissipatud energy b can be deter-

mined from Fig. 6.1 by

p(x b) F(b) • (6.5)

6.3 EQUItttWT 'VUIRBILITIES

Electronic equipment is vulnerable if one or more essential circuit

elements are severely damaged. In order to simplify the assessment of

equipment vulnerabilities, we shall assume that the probalities of com-

ponent damages are independent. This is a reasonable assumption since

most of the sensitive essential components are largely decoupled. The

probability of equipment damage is related to independent probabilities

of circuit comronent damages by

*The breakdown "voltage is estimated as 50* larger than the rated
value.
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P = 1- (-p (1-) (l-pS) .... (I-Pn) , (6.6)

where n is the number of vulnerable essential circuit components and Pn

is the damage probability of the nth component.

6.3.1 Transmitter-Receiver Units

Base station transmitter-receiver units have four important POE's:

the antenna and feedline, the microphone cord, the commercial power

source, and the direct coupling. Mobile units have only two important

POE's, the antenna and microphone cord. And portable units can have all

the POE's of base station units Including the commercial power at times

when the portables are being recharged.

Consider first the antenna and feedline POE. It was determined in

Chapter V that the current induced on the inner conductor of a coaxial

feedline connected to a tap-coil receiver ir.'ut circuit is aboiit 100 A

maximum for Pulse A. Since the duration of the current is only a frac-

tion of a microsecond, there is little chanc.. of damage to the coil.

For the capacitor-divider irnut, the maximum peak voltage is about 0.5

kV. Since this value is tn times the normal capacitor rated value of

500 V, it is likely that the capacitor-input circuit will be damaged by

Pulse A or C, particularly if it is subjected to multiple pulses. For

Pulse B or C, the capacitor-input circuit would not likely be damaged

by a single pulse but the probability of damage is much higher for many

pulses due to the cumulative effects on the capacitors.

Very little of the energy of the feedline non-deliberate antenna

response will pass through the receiver's input bandpass filter since

the dominant frequencies are below the filter's cutoff frequency. How-

ever, most of the energy of the antenna's response, in contrast, will

pass through the filter since the dominant frequencies are within the

bandpass frequency band. The power attenuation of the antenna relay,

the bandpass filter, and bias circuitry is about h dB between the an-

tenna input terminal and the first active device. Additional attenua-

tion to large pulses is provided on some units by the RF overload

protection.

To estimate the effectiveness of the RF overload protection against

the effects of EMP, consider the Motorola HT 220 unit, item 6 in Table 4.1,
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that failed at 200 kV/m during the EMP test. The RF transistor that was

damaged, the M9481, has an Enf equal to about 0.015 mj. The energy thit

the transistor would receive at Ep = 100 kV/m without RF overload protec-

tion is approximately 0.075 mJ. The probability of damage from Fig. 6.1

for b = 5 is 0.85. However, the RF overload protection likely reduces

this probability. The extent of the reduction of the damage probability

can only be conjecture without further investigations.

After several pulses at Ep = 100 kV/m, the unit did not fail even

though the total multipulse probability of damage was about 0.98. At

Ep = 200 kV/m, the unit was damaged by the first pulse for which addi-

tional DP protection was not used. For Ep = 200 kV/m, B = 20; thus for

this particular unit the attenuation provided by the RF overload protec-

tion was less than 23 dB and was likely about 10 dB since the unit was

destroyed on the first shot. We shall assume, because of the lack of

any other information, that a 10 dB surge attenuation is typical for RF

overload protection circuits.

The probabilities of damages to RF receiver components by Pulses A,

B, C, and D are displayed in Table 6.1 for a range of components, fr%

quency bands, and antenna gains. The threshold energy levels for a 0.5

probability of damage that were used to compute the probabilities given

in Table 6.1 are: 2 j for the tube, 0.1 mj for the transistor, and 0.03

mj for the sensitive transistor or FET. A h dB attenuation was used for

the tube, transistor, and FET calculations. For the FET with RF overload

protection, 14 dB attenuation was used for a 10 dB protection factor, and

24 dB was used for a 20 dB protection factor.

Now consider the vulnerability of components in the transmitter

audio stage that are closely coupled to the microphone cord. It was

determined in Chapter V that the maximum response of the microphone cord

is similar to that of a 75 MHz half-dipole. When the transistor in Fig.

3.3b is reverse-biased at a level exceeding the breakdown voltage, the

input impedance is near 50 ohms. If we assume a typical reverse-biased,

base-to-emitter breakdown voltage of 20 V, the energy dissipated in the

transistor is about 0.015 mj. This amount of energy has a near zero prob-

ability of damage to an audio transistor with Enf = 10 mj. However, for

an FET with an Enf of 0.03 mj, the probability of damage is 0.35. And
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for an IC audio amplifier with an Enf of 0.0075 mh, p is equal to 0.65

for a dissipated energy level of 0.015 mj.

We shall now consider the effects of the F24P energy from the com-

mercial power line on the equipment's power supply. Referring to Fig.

3.4, the EMP-induced voltage at the wall plug will capacitively couple

across the power transformer T201. The fraction of the voltage that will

couple across each winding depends on the relative values of the inter-

winding and winding-to-ground capacitance.

One of the most vulnerable portions of the power supply is the

transmitter-exciter supply circuit which is connected to winding E in

Fig. 3.4. This circuit typically has rectifier diodes with a forward

current rating of about 200 ma. These diodes are frequently damaged by

lightning. Since the wall plug voltage due to lightning can be as high

as 10 kV and the voltage due to EXP may be 10 kV or greater, it is likely

that the INP voltage will damage the small current rectifier diodes in the

power supply circuit.

The probability of damage to the power supply by EMP surges depends

on the EMP source voltage, source impedance, and the values of the inter-

winding capacitances. For our analysis, consider an interwinding capaci-

tance of 100 pf and a wall plug EMP-induced voltage with a 10 D source

impedance defined by Fig. 5.8. If we assume that the total induced volt-

age is coupled across winding E of Fig. 3.4, the energy dissipated by a

diode with a 0.6 V forward breakdown vol'age is 0.016 mj. A larger source

impedance or coupling capacitance would result in a larger dissipated

energy.

The threshold failure energy for diodes with forward current ratings

of several hundred milliamperes can be computed from the experimental

data presented in Ref. 16 as equal to about 0.03 mj. The probability of

damage to these diodes from an EMP surge that deposits 0.015 mj of energy

is near 0.4.

A probability of damage to the power supply equal to 0.4 is likely

an optimistic value. The probability of damage will be larger than 10

ohms and a coupling capacitance larger than 100 pf. Also, the damages

to other semiconductors and the transformer windings have not been con-

sidered. Therefore, the probability of damage to the power supply by
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EMP is at least 0.4 for Pulses A and C. For Pulses B and D, the energy

dissipated by the power supply is reduced by a factor of 4. And the
-probability of damage is reduced to about 0.11.

Finally, we consider the effects of direct coupling on electronic

circuits. The maximum energy received by a circuit-connecting wire from

direct coupling is about 4 4j. If this energy were completely dissipated

by an integrated circuit it could possibly result in damages to an IC.

However, for most circuit components 4 4j should not cause any problems.

We shall consider the probability of damage due to direct coupling as

near zero for our analyses.

Now consider the overall probability of damage to representative

transmitter-receiver units. We have selected as representative equipment,

the most commonly used equipment In service at the present time. Repre-

sentative HF units have tubes in all stages except for the semiconductor

diodes. Citizen's band units normally have transistorized receivers. And

UHF and VHF units commonly have transistorized receivers and transmitter

audio stages. The VHF or UHF RF receiver stage normally has a sensitive

RF transistor or FET and may or may not have RF surge protection. For

our analysis, we specify that the representative VHF and UHF units have

10 dB RF overload protection.

The probabilities of damage to representative transmitter-receiver

units are presented in Table 6.2. Modern equipment employing FET's, IC's,

etc. will have higher probabilities of damage. And older equipment employ-

ing tube RF and audio amplifier stages wil2 have a lower probability of

damage. Also, the probabilities of damages to HF, CB, and VHF low-band

units given in Table 6.2 are optimistic values since the likelihood of

the probable damages to coils and relays have not been taken into

account.

6.3.2 Remote Control Consoles and Chassis and the
Repeater Control Circuit

Remote control consoles and remote base and repeater stations that

use commercial power will have probabilities of damages from the power

source POE similar to those for the transmitter-receiver unit, i.e.,

p - 0.4 for Pulse A or C and p 0 0.1 for Pulse B or D. The primary re-

mote control console and the locally remote control consoles can also
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Table 6.2. Probabilities of Damages to Representative
Transmitter-Receiver Equipment

Frequency Band Pulse Probability of Damagea

Portable a Mobile b Fixedc

HF A Not Not 1

B Commonly Commonly 0.92

C Used Used

D o.82

CB A 1 1 1

B 1 2 1

C 1 1 1
D1 31 1

VHF A 1 1 1
Low Band B

o 1 1 1

D ! 1. 1

VHF A 0.24 0.214 0.54

High Band B 0 0 0.1

C 0.29 0.29 0.57

D 0.01 0.01 0.1

UHF A 0 0 o.4

B 0 0 0.1

C 0 0 0.4

D 0 0 0.1

aThe numeral 1 is used for approximately one and 0 is

used for approximately zero.
bThe unity gain antenna energy was used in the calcu-

lations.

The 10 dB gain antenna energy was used in all calcu-
lations except for HF and CB unit% which normally have unity
gain antennas.
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receive E4P energy from the microphone cord. However, this energy is

not likely to cause damages to the audio transistors that are commonly

used in console circuits since they have relatively high threshold fail-

ure energy levels.

The last important source of EM2P energy for consoles and remote con-

trol chassis and repeater circuits is that energy received from the con-

trol link. For a telephone line link, the energy received by the line

transformer's secondary load is about 5 mj. The probability of damages

to logic circuits employlxg sensitive switching transistors such as the

2N706 with a threshold failure energy of 60 1J is about 1.0 for Pulse A

or C and near 0.7 for Pulse B or D.* If the line transformer has a surge

suppressor circuit across the secondary winding terminals to the system

ground, the probability of damages to logic circuits should be near zero.

On the primary side of the line transformer, the EMP-induced voltage

from each line to ground is on the order of 1.5 kV. However, the voltage

across the transformer is near zero sincethe telephone wires are termi-

nated by a balance load. Thus, the probability of damage to the primary

side of the transformer should be very small.

For systems that employ an RF control link as many as two additional

transmitter-receiver units have to be considered; one at the control point

and another at the remote station. For a 75 MHz control link, the proba-

bility of damage to a representative transmitter-receiver with a 10 dB

gain antenna is near 1 for Pulse A or C, about 0.83 for Pulse B; and about

0.87 for Pulse D.

6.h PROBABILITY OF SYSTIM FAILURES

The four communications systems as defined in Chapter III consist

of a fixed control and base stations network and portable and mobile units.

A system has experienced a failure when communications between the fixed

station and mobile stations are no longer possible. If the fixed station

is destroyed, then the system has failed. On the other hand, if the fixed

station continues to function and a few mobile stations become non-

functional, the system is only degraded. If many mobile stations cannot

communicate, then the system has been degraded to the extent that it can

no longer perform its mission and should be considered to have failed.

* One-tenth of the total energy is assumed to be dissipated by the

transistor.
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or For thisstudy we shall. consider, thesystem to have failed if 50%
-or more of the.mobile units fail.. The prob~billty -that one-half or more

Sý-of-the mobile units will fai ýs given .by

N

CN/2)

where N is..the number of mobile units and p is the probability of fail-

ure for a single unit. For N = 50, the probability of failure for 25 or

more VHF high-band representative mobile units is about 0.002 or less

for Pulse A, B, C, or D. The probability of failure for 25 or more of

50 representative units is near 0.1 for lower frequency bands and near

zero for the UHF band.

The probabilities of failure for communications systems consisting

of stations with representative equipment are presented in Table 6.3.

The locally remote control console system has not been included in Table

6.3 since its probability of failure is about the same as that of the

remote base station system due to the surge protection used on the rep-

resentative consoles. The probabilities of failure for the remote base

station system have been computed for a telephone line control link with

the assumption that the probability of damage to the telephone facilities

is zero. The probabilities of failure for the repeater station system

are for a system with an RF control link at a frequency equal to one of

the repeater frequencies. If a 75 MHz RF control link is used, the prob-

abilities of failures for VHF high-band anu URF systems would be larger

than those in Table 6.3.

The xibile-to-mobile system listed in.Table 6.3 is an emergency sys-

tem consicoing of a mobile unit used as a base station and the other

mobile units. The probability of failure for this system is based on the

probability that 25 or more mobile units out of a total of 50 mobile sta-

tions will fail. This emergency communication system, although limited

to a relatively small area of coverage and to simplex frequency mobile

equipment, has a low probability of failure at VHF high-band and UHF

frequencies.

7 |z- .
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Table 6.3. Probabilities of Failure for Two-way Communication
Systems Consisting of Stations with Repre'entit ve Equipment

Probability of System Failure
Band Pulse Local Remote Repeater Mobile-to.

Base Base Mobile
Hb A-1

A Not Not Not

B 0.99 Commonly Commonly Commonly

C 1 Used Used Used

D 0.97. .

CB A 1 1A.Not Not

B 1 Commonly Commonly 1

C 1 Used Used 1

D 1 i

VHF A 1 1 1 1
Low Band B 1 1 1 1

C 1 1 1 1

D 1 1 1 1

VHF A 0.54 0.72 0.79 0

High Band B 0.1 0.19 0.19 0

C 0.57 0.74 0.82 0

D 0.1 0.19 0.19 0

[i UF A O.4 o.64 o.64 0

B 0.1 O.1Q 0.19 0

C o.4+ o.64 o.64 0

D 0.1 0.19 0.19 0

a0 iv used for ap, ox"imately zero and 1 is used for approximately

one.

bLocal baso to local base station communications.

c i• .• " "" - '-,, , .,, " -' '" ..' - -'• ' " "" ' " " ' ••: " " ' • " " " • • , • r • -', ... . , ..., .' , . . . .• ._,, , ,. ,.?v
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CHAPTER VII

eP PROTECTION OF CaOMUNICATIONg-SYSTEMS

7. 1 INTRODUCTION

To protect communications equipment from EMP-induced transients,
the pulse energy dissipated by sensitive electronic components must be

limited to values below the components' threshold energy failure levels.

This can be accomplished by the addition of filters, transient suppres-

sors, shielding, etc. The EMP protective measures must significantly

reduce the probability of damage to the equipment and also be practical

and cost effective. Of course, not all of the conceivable protective

schemes meet the last two reqtlrements.

In this chapter, the specifications for protective devices are de-

termined for the more important PuE's of communications equipment and

some devices that meet these specifications are recommended. Methods of

providing a sufficient ground and shielding as an EMP protective mea-

sure have been adequately covered in a previous report1 " and will not be

discussed here.

7.2 THE AN4TENNA

One protective measure against the DWP energy received by the an-

tenna is to limit the effective area of the antenna by limiting its

length. This method can be used for portable units with a stub or

collapsible-telescoping antenna at the expense of area coverage. An

upper bound f'or the energy received during the first half-cyocb by a

50 ohm load is'

Sn 2. oex 09m

where f is the length of the antenna and the antenna's length-to-radius

ratio is 259. It we kassume a 4 dB power attenuation between thv antenna

terminale and the first RF transistor and EO - 50 kW/m, then the maximum

antenna length in terms of-the transistor's threshold energy failure

level is

t- (;,f/2.4)1/3 meters (.•)

- - ~i ~ ~ u ,u * t4 ~, "MAW ~ ~
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whel"zEnf has units of millijoules and the receiver has no RF overload

protection. For a sensitive FET with an Enf = 0.024 mj, Z is equal to

0.22 m (about 8-1/2 in.) for a less than 0.5 probaability of damage.

For a receivwr with RF overload protection that provides 10 dB surge

attenuation, the anteana's length should be no longer than

L / (Enf/O.24)'/ , (7.3)

which is equal to 0.46 meters for Enf = 0.024 mj. Since the operator

may not know if his portable unit has RF overload protection, it is rec-

ommended that the antenna's length of units with FET's be limited to

about 8 inches.

For one of the CB transceivers that was destroyed during the ORNL

EXP test (see Chapter III), the threshold electric field level for gvIP

with a direction of incidence that induces the maximum response in the 62-

inch-long antenna is no greater than 5 MV/m. At 50 WV/m, the minimum

antenna length to collect enough EPP energy to cause failure in that

transceiver is 0.34 m (13.5 in.). The transceiver did not have RF over-

load protection, thus from Eq. (7.2), Enf - 1 mj for the RF transistor

which is fairly typical for non-sensitive RF transistors. If the trans-

ceiver had had RF overload protection, with 10 dB surge attenuation,

then the minimum antenna length to cause failure would have been about

0.75 m. For a very hard RF transistor with Enf = 2.4 mj, the minimum

antenna length to cause failure to a unit with RF overload protection is

greater than 2 meters. However, since the operator normally will not

have knowledge of the RF transistor's sensitivity to trarmients or the

RF surge protection, it is recommended that the antennala length of non-

YET tmits be limited to 12 inches.

For most fixed and mobile stations, however, limiting the length of

the antenna is undesirable. These stations can be protected by surge

suppressors similar to those described in Chapter MI.: Surge suppressors

are recommended over filters because most of the energy collected by the

antenna is at the antenna's designed frequency.0 A filter that would

attenuate the surge would, in most cases, a,..o attenuate the RF warrier

signal.
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The transient suppressor should be able to conduot ourrents aqual
to about five times tht expected short-oirouit current for a duration of

about ton times the expected half-periad. For the CH., VHFJ and UIW an-

tennas, a device capable of conducting 3 kA for 200 ns mill meet theso

requirements. For HF antennas, a suppressor that can hndle 30 kA for

a microsecond should be used. If 30 kA devices are not available, a do-

vice capable of conducting no less than 10 UA for 9 pset ahould be used.

The surge attenuation required for the suppressor is that which re-

duces the pulse energy to at least 1./10 the threshold failure level of

a FET or sensitive transistor and is given by

A 10 En/Dnf , (7.4)

which is equal to 32 dB for a CB antenna and Enf 0.01 mJ.

The maximum clamping voltage of the device for a unit with h dB sig-

nal attenuation to reduce the energy dissipated by the solid state device

to 1/10 Enf is

V 125, Enfl/

where T is the half-period, a 50 ohm load has been assumed, and the units
of Enf and T are joules and seconds respectively. If the unit has RF

overload protection with a 10 dB surge attenuation, the maximum clamping

voltage is

1/2Tf 4 .(7.6)

For a CB unit with all FET front-end, Vc = 80 V and V' 250 V. If
c

the CB unit has an RF tri.."sistor with an Erf = 0.1 mj, then V. = 250 V

and V' = 790 V. For a VHF high band unit with an FET or sensitive tran-

sistor RF stage with Enf 0.01 mj, Vc =jL6O V and V' = c 00 V.

The Spikeguard 35O>1er.*es surge suppressors tested by ORNL have a

500 V clamping voltage and can. handle -pj.4res with rates of rlýt on thpý

order of a kV/ns. ThIs device uses a gks-gap diode with a sqll res•ponse

time and it has very little overshoot above its clamping vqltage. During

['"~~~~~W AUX........
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the second half-period of the pulse waveform the voltage across the diode

is suppressed to near zero and is maintained at that level. The clamping

voltage can be reduced to about 50 V by the addition of semiconductor

diodes to the gas-diode suppressor. This hybrid semiconductor/gas-diode

device was tested by ORNL and it performed very well as a suppressor.

In Fig. 7.1., the gas-gap diode and the hybrid gas-gap and semicon-

ductor diodes protection circuits are shown. The recommended use of these

protection devices is presented in Table 7.1 and is based on the required

protection levels for near zero probability of damage. The diode protec-

tion device indicated for UHF equipment with an FET or sensitive transis-

tor RF stage is the hybrid circuit shown in Fig. 7.lb without the gas-gap

diode. In addition to the protection devices shown in Fig. 7.1, it is

recommended that base stations also employ a standard antenna lightning

arrester at the antenna.

7.3 THE COMMERCIAL POWER SOURCE

The voltage transient available to communications equipment from the

commercial power source due to the EMP has a rate of rise on the order of

0.3 kV/ns and a peak voltage of 10 to 50 kV. The peak current that will

flow through a low impedance surge suppressor is about 1 kA. A surge

suppressor that can respond to these transients within 10 ns and clamp

the voltage to several hundred volts should provide adequate protection.

The suppressor should be rated for at least 5 kA of current for a dura-

tion of at least 5 4sec. Such a device is the Joslyn surge arrester

P/N 2001-06. It has a pulse breakdown voltage of 1.8 kV for a transient

voltage with a 0.5 kV rate of rise.18 And it clamps the voltage pulse

to about 230 V after 8 ns of pulse time history. It is rated at 10 kA

for a 20 4sec triangular surge test pulse.

Recommended power line transient protection circuits are shown in

Figs. 7.2a and 7.2b. These circuits suppress both common and differen-

tial mode surges. For the three-wire power-cable shown in Fig. 7.2b,

two of the wires are normally connected to earth ground. The gas-gap

diode connected to the two ground wires is not necessary and can be

omitted if the same two wires are always connected to ground at the

various power receptacles available for the equipment.
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TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER
Y-OANTENNA INPUT

TO ANTENNA

GAS-GAP DIODE 2
IN A COAXIAL TEE
SPIKE GUARD 350
OR SIMILAR -

(o) GAS GAP PROTECTION

RF FROM XMTR

TO ANTENNA

-.SWITCHING DIODES

_iN3653 OR SIMILAR

(b) HYBRID GAS-GAP AND SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE PROTECTION

Fig. 7.1. Devices for the Protection of Equipment from Transients
on the Antenna.
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120 V 0cI S
II -;YTEM SGROUND

EQUIPMENT CHASSIS INSTALL
OR CASE THREE GAS-GAP DIODES: JOSLYN P/N 2001-06

OR SIMILAR

(a) POWER LINE TRANSIENT PROTECTION FOR EQUIPMENT WITH TWO--WIRE
POWER CABLES

I

GROUND I4120 V 0C - -
OCSTE SN-':-'SYSTEMI -- " oGROUND

EQ:.,IPMEN!T CHASSIS IINSTALL PN20-6

OR SIMILAR

(b) POWER LINE TRANSIENT PROTECTION FOR EQUIPMENT WITH THREE-WIRE
POWER CABLES

MIKE

IC AUDIO
CIRCUIT

EQUIPMENT CASE-_

INSTALL
TWO SWITCHING DIODES : IN3653 OR SIMILAR

ONE CAPACITOR C : 0.1 LF- 500 V

(.cl MICROPHONE CABLE TRANSIENT PROTECTION FOR TRANSMITTER AUDIO IC
AND FET AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS.

Fig. 7.2. Recommended Surge Protection Circuits for
Communications Equipment.



We recommend that these protection circuits be employed on all com-

munications equipment connected to commercial power even though these

circuits have not been experimentally verified. Equipment such as the

primary remote control consoles, local and remote base transmitter-

receiver units, repeater stations, and walkie-talkie battery chargers

should be protected. In addition to installing protection at the power

input of each piece of equipment, we strongly recommend that fast re-
sponse gas-diodes with at least a 10 kA current rating be installed at

the switch box where the commerdial power enters the buildings or the

sections of the buildings where the communications equipment is located.

The.diodes should be connected between each 120 V line and ground.

It is possible that 60 Hz power "follow-on" for the first half-cycle

after the diode has fired could cause the equipment's power fuse to blow.

Therefore, we recommend that extra fuses be kept handy. Power follow-on

will not likely cause the commercial power line fuses to open.

7.4 THE MICROPHONE CORD

Transmitter audio amplifier circuits employing integrated circuits

or sensitive FET's should be protected against the E4P energy collected

by the microphone cord. For some delicate IC's this is a difficult task.

We cautiously recommend ihe surge protection circuit shown lIxVig. 7.2c

for FET and IC audio circuits. However, the surge attenuation of this
circuit may not be sufficient to protect some IC's that are very sensi-

tive to voltage transients, i.e., IC's that can be damaged by several

volts above the normal values. To protect such delicate IC's, addi-

tional effort will likely be required.

The protection circuit shown in Fig. 7.20 may have to be modified

for the particular audio circuit being protected. The added capacitor C

may reduce the audio signal supplied to the amplifier circuit and thus

degrade the transmitter. if so, the value of the capacitor should be

reduced but kept as large as possible without degrading the system.

Also, the switching diodes will not work in the circuit if the bias

voltage at the microphone cord input is 0.6 V or greater. This problem

can be solved by connecting the switching diodes to ground through a.

capacitor. The value of the capacitor should be about 0.5, to 1 1if with

40

g K MO ¾ k
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a voltage rating of 500 V. Another solution, to this problem is to replace

theswitching diodes by a Zener diode with a Zener voltage rating greater

than the bias voltage. The Zener diode should have a pulse current capa-

bility of several hundred amperes for a duratign of about a millisecond.

7.5 CONTROL IJNKS
The protection of radio frequency electromagnetic. links has been

covered in Section 7.2. Microwave links appear to havena high probability

of damage to the EOP's with directions of incidences that couple the maxi-

mum energy to the antennas. However, microwave aperture antennas are
highly directive and the probability of damage to a particular microwave

link is a function of the orientation of the link with resepct to the

probal,-, EMP sources. Since the probability of damage to microwave

links is likely low for many of the radio communication systems avail-

able for civil defense operations, protection for microwave links is

not covered in this report.

To protect communications equipment from the EWP energy collected by

telephone line control links, gas-gap diodes can be installed between

each line and earth-ground by the telephone company. The telephone com-

pany provides gas-gap diodes, called gas-tube protectors, etc., on lines

that have a history of lightning problems. It is recommended that these
protectors be installed on the line side of all line transformers of the

primary and secondary or locally remote control consoles, repeaters and

remote control chassis. These protectors, along with any surge suppres-

sor circuits on the eauipment side of the transformers, should signifi-

cantly reduce the probability of damage to communications equipment.

It should be pointed out, however, that the probability of damage to the

telephone facilities waa not coneidered in thib effort, thus protection

recommendations for the telephone relay, switchink•p etc. oirouits shQuld

be determined through other investigations.

7.6 Em aCY PREPARATIONS

State and local civil defense emergency operating centers) police

and fire departments, emergency rescue organizations, and other important

elements of civil defense should prepare against the !NP threat. meP
protective measures will also provide good protection agoinst lightning

surges.

N 4' 
nk
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The emergency preparations we recommend are relatively low-cost and

simple. These preparations can be classified into two types: preventa-

tive measures and emergency operating procedures. Emergency operating

procedures are actions that can be taken, providing the preparations have

been accomplished, to further ensure that communications will be main-

tained. And the preventative measures are the use of the EMP protective

devices and techniques described in this report. The preventative mea-

sures include:

1. install E2P protective devices at the antennas, commercial

power source, and the telephone line POE's as described in this chapter.

2. Install an ENP protective circuit at the microphone cord POE if

FET's and/or IC's are used in the transmit audio circuit.

3. Ensure that a low impedance ground system is available to gas-

gap diode protectors, particularly at the equipment's antenna i.:put con-

nector and at the main switch box where commercial power enters the

building. Also, th.• antenna tower and feedline shield should be well

grounded.

4. Keep equipment and building fuses handy.

5. If a shielded zu is available, locate the communications equip-

ment within the shielded enclosure and install surge protectors on all

wires entering the room.

6. Locate the communications equipment at least 10 feet from long

conducting structures to minimize indirect coupling. This rule should

also be applied to the antenna feedline and telephone control link if

possible.

7. Use equipment housed in a metal case when possible for better

protection against direct coupling.

Some emergency operating pr~ocedures include:

1. Switch to auxiliary power, if available, as soon as the threat

of a nuclear attack is known.

2. If protected equipment fails to operate, check for blown fuses.

3. If the equipment is damaged, instruct the repairmen that semi-

conductors in the receiver RF stage and the power supply may be "burned

out."



4. If the normal control/base station communications equipment is
damaged, set up emergency auxiliary station.

An emergency auxiliary base station can consist of-a base station'

transmitter-receiver unit aad a roof-mounted antenna. The transmitter-,

receiver unit can be an ol. secondhand set. It should have WM1 pr•tec-

tive devices installed and be stored with the microphone cord. &nd .ifV

applicable, the power cord disconnected. The antenna may be a whip or

gain antenna; the antenna's feedline should be grounded when'not'in use.

If the department or organization is planning to upgrade its communica-

K, tions equipment, consideration should be given to retaining any old

.. local base station equipment for an emergency back-vup"tation. An aux-

iliary battery/inverter power system should be maintained for the back-up

unit if generator power is not available.

An emergency auxiliary base station can also be set up by employing

a mobile unit. The mubile unit in a simplex system perfordn as a relay
station. Communications between the dispatch station and the mobile re-

lay unit can be accomplished by the use of battery powered direct-line

telephones. Some experimentation may be required to determine a-good

location for the mobile relay such that adequate communications coverage

• s obtained.

A rough estimate of the cost of providing EMP protection and emer-

gency operating equipmeii,,to a police repeater station communications

system with simplex/duplex mobile units is presented below:

No. Item Coot
1 Hybrid diode-coaxiLl tee protector for $ 50.00

repeater antenina

2 Installation chuarge for No. 1 15.00

3 Commercial power surge protection for the 8.00
repeater stationa (4gas-gap diodes)

4 Commercial power surge protection for the 8.00
remote control console station

5 Installation charge for'Ib. 3 and No. 14 34.O0

•6 Coaxial-tee ga-gap.4diode protectors for 150.00
5 mobile units

7 Installation charge for No. 6 .5'00

""'. -
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8 Used duplex base station back-up unit 300.00

9 Coaxial tee protector for back-up unit 35.00

10 Roof-toP 3 dB gain antenna, installed 60.00

31 Battery powered phones for mobile relay 15.00

12 Telephone control line protection no charge

$ 680.00

aTwo gas-gap diodes for the repeater unit and two

diodes for the main switch box.

The cost of protecting the base station equipment is about $115.00.

This assumes that the station already has a low impedance ground system

and standard lightning protection on the antenna. The total cost of the

emergency preparedness is about $700.00, including a low-cost back-up

communications system. This is only a small amount of the total invest-

ment in the radio communications system required to save life and prop-

erty during local emergencies and nuclear crisis.



CHAPTER VIII

The two-way radio'communications available for civil defense activi-

ties at the 'state and local levels are those used by government and busi-

ness in the land mobile class as well as those used by private individuals

in the citizen's band and amateur classes. Four two-way radio communi-

cations systems have been considered in this study; namely, the local

base dtation, remote base-station, and repeater station systems and sys-

tems wit1• extended remote control consoles. All or most ui the two-way

radio communications: networks• consist of ccmbinationsof these four systems.

VThe EMP from a high-altitude nuclear detonation will induce voltage
and current transients in electrical nonductors associated with the commu-

nications systems. Four representative W'P's were considered in this

study: Pulse A, a long pulse with a large amplitude; Pulse B, a long

pulse with a moderate amplitude; Pulse C, a short pulse with a large

amplitude; and Pulse D, a short pulse with a moderate amplitude. Of the

four pulses, Pulse A induces the largest current surge in power and tele-

phone lines and in RACES HF antennas. And Pulse C induces the largest

current and voltage transients in CB, VHF, and UHF antennas.
The EMP-Induced surges in antennas, power lines, telephone control

lines, and inter-connecting wires will couple to communications equip-

ment. These surges may damage some electronic components and cause com-

munication systems to malfunction or fail. Of the four communications

systems considered in this study, the Local base station system is the

least vulnerable to the EWP. The remote base and repeater station sys-

tems have about the same vulnerability to the EMP, whereas systems with

externded locally remote control console units without transient protec-

tion have increased vulnerability compared to systems without extended

remote control.

Communications equipment and systems can be categorized according

to the nature and probability of damage they will suffer by the EMP.

Solid state equipment will likely have damaged semiconductor components.

HFO CB, and VHF low-band units may have tuning circuits damaged by the

WMP-induced high voltage transients. Fixed station units will likely
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have some damages inflicted on the power supply circuit by the EMP-

induced surges on the power lines.

Communication-s'tems can be clussified acco;adin to their-probabil-

ity of failure by: (1) the frequency band of operation, (2) the active

electronic components, (3) the use of RF overload protection, (4) the

antenna gain, and (5) the type of control link employed, if applicable.

In general, the lower the carrier frequency within the range 3 to 450 MHz,

the higher the probability of failure. The more vulnerable the active

devices used in the receiver RF, transmit audio, line amplifier, power

supply, etc. stages of the various equipment in the system, the higher

,.the probability of failure. In order of increasing vulnerability, the

active components used in communications equipment are: tubes, transis-

tors, FET's, and IC's.

The probability of failure is lower for receivers with RF surge sup-

pressor circuits than those units without protection. Communication

systems that employ high gain antennas have a higher probability of fail-

ure than those that use unity gain antennas. The higher the gain, the

higher the probability of failure. And systems that employ lightning-

protected telephone control lines have a lower probability of failure

than systems that use a 75 MHz RF control link which is unprotected

against EMP. This is based on the assumption that the telerhone facili-

ties will not be damaged.

The probability of failure of typical communication systems without

EMP protection is listed below:
Probability of

Frequency Band Active Components Failuro
____________ ______________Failure

HF (RACES 3.997 MHz) Tube Moderate to High

VHF - low band Tube & Transistors Moderate to High
VHF - high band Solid State Moderate

UHF Solid State Low to Moderate

The probability of failure of communications systems can be sig-

nificantly decreased for both lightning and EMP surges by the addition

of EMP protection. This protection is low-cost and easy to install.

Furthermore, the probabili.ty of system failure can be decreased to near

0- 0,% -ý S Q" .,•
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zero with tolerable degradation by the use of both EMP protection and

emergency back-up communications equipment.

I
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Preceding page blank
APPENDIX A

FRONT END SCHEMTIC DIAGRAMS

The following figures show the front end schematic diagrams for

some circuits commonly used in communications equipment. The type of

equipment in the figures are listed below.

u Equipment

A-1 Typical VHF low-band receivers

A-2 Modern VHF low-band receiver

A-3 Typical UHF high-band receivers

A-4 Typical VHF high-band receivers

A-5 UHF receivers

A-6 RF Preamplifiers

A-7 Walkie Talkies

A-8 Citizeh'b and Amateur band receivers

I Rok
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APPENDIX B

THE CYLINDRICAL ELECTRIC HALF-DIPOLE RESPONSE TO E4P

The following figures show the time domain responses of the cylin-

drical electric half-dipole to 34P's A and C. Pulse A is the long EP and

Pulse C is the short EMP defined in Chapter I. The magnetic fields of

the EMP's are polarized perpendicular to the axis of the antennas. The

direction of incidence of the EMP's is the direction that the maximum

response is obtained. If the antennas are mounted on a perfect ground

plane of infinite size, the direction of incidence it broadside to the

antennas. If the antennas are mounted on a perfectly conducting ground

plane of finite size, the direction of incidence that induces a maximum

response is not broadside, but is on the order of 200 to 300 off broad-

side, i.e., the angle of incidence is about 700 measure from the axis of

the antenna. The exact angle depends on the electrical and physical

properties of the ground plane.

A list of the figures that follow is given below:

Figure Antenna Response

B-1 50 ohm load current for a 40 MHz antenna

B-2 50 ohm load current for a 75 MHz antenna

B-3 50 ohm load current for a 158.5 MHz antenna

B-4 Short circuit current for a 20-m-long antenna

B-5 Short circuit current for a 3.997 MHz antenna

B-6 Short circuit current for a 27.23 MHz antenna

B-7 Short circuit current for a 40 MHz antenna

B-8 Short circuit current for a 75 MHz antenna

B-9 Short circuit current for a 150 Mliz antenna

B-10 Short circuit current for a 158.5 Yviz antenna

B-11 Short circuit current for a 450 MHz antenna
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